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500,000,000,000 reasons to scrutinize the US plan for nuclear weapons
By Kingston Reif and Mandy Smithberger
Source: https://thebulletin.org/2021/05/500000000000-reasons-to-scrutinize-the-us-plan-for-nuclear-weapons/
May 21 – The public debate about the future of the US nuclear arsenal is largely a controversy about strategy. But the outcome also
has major implications for dollars and cents. The United States plans to spend more than $1.5 trillion over the next several decades
to sustain and upgrade its nuclear delivery systems, associated warheads, and supporting infrastructure. The biggest bills for this
effort, which are slated to hit over the next 10 to 15 years, pose a growing threat to other military and security priorities amid what
most experts believe will be flat defense budgets. The cost of ongoing programs to buy new fleets of ballistic missile submarines,
long-range bombers, and intercontinental ballistic missiles has generated the most attention.
Meanwhile, the exploding price tag of the National Nuclear Security Administration’s long-term plan to sustain and modernize the
nuclear warheads and production facilities—now an exorbitant $505 billion—flies under the radar.
Now more than ever it’s important to scrutinize the National Nuclear Security Administration, which is a semiautonomous agency of
the Energy Department. Most of the agency’s budget goes to contractors, though their contract mismanagement has repeatedly
landed them on the Government Accountability Office’s high-risk list. Some projects have significantly exceeded initial cost
estimates—in one case nearly eight times more than the initial price tag. While cost breaches of this magnitude at the Defense
Department would have triggered a review that might have cancelled the programs, the National Nuclear Security Administration
was able to waste billions with no threat of closure.
The agency’s past failures to complete major projects on time and on budget raise questions about its ability to execute a workload
that has grown to unprecedented post-Cold War heights. Since the end of the Obama administration, the National Nuclear Security
Administration weapon-activity spending has grown by roughly 70 percent. Last year, the agency requested a multibillion-dollar boost
while sitting on $8 billion in unspent funds from past years.
Against this backdrop, nuclear-weapon hawks in Congress successfully pushed through a consequential change last year that gave
the Pentagon much greater influence over the development of the National Nuclear Security Administration’s budget. This power
grab will not only make it harder to rein in increasingly out-of-control agency spending but put other Energy Department national
security programs at greater risk. As Congress moves to write annual defense authorization and appropriations legislation this
summer, lawmakers should take steps to undo the Pentagon’s expanded authority and institute reforms in an attempt to reign in
wasteful spending at the National Nuclear Security Administration.
Recent budget history of the National Nuclear Security Administration
This story begins in February 2020 when the Trump administration prepared its fiscal year 2021 budget request for the National
Nuclear Security Administration. It requested $15.6 billion for the nuclear-weapon activities account, a staggering increase of $3.1
billion, or 25 percent, from the fiscal year 2020 appropriations and $2.8 billion more than planned a year earlier. The dramatic increase
was propelled in part by cost overruns in programs inherited by the Trump administration and the cost of the additional capabilities
the administration proposed.
The budget request was reportedly a controversial issue within the Trump administration and was not resolved until days before its
public release on February 10, 2020. When nuclear-weapon spending boosters in Congress, along with the National Nuclear Security
Administration leadership and some Pentagon officials, worried an initial version of the budget request was too low, they successfully
convinced then-President Donald Trump to increase it.
One of the agency’s chief advocates, Senate Armed Services Committee chairman James Inhofe (Republican from Oklahoma),
alleged that the Energy Department cut the Nuclear Weapons Council out of the budget development process until the last minute.
The Nuclear Weapons Council is a powerful Pentagon body that coordinates the Defense and Energy Departments’ nuclear-weaponstockpile responsibilities. In response to the turmoil, then-chair of the council Ellen Lord issued new planning guidance to ensure that
the council reviewed the budget earlier.
Problem solved, right? Apparently not.
Inhofe, with the support of then-committee ranking member Senator Jack Reed (a Democrat from Rhode Island), included provisions
in the Senate version of fiscal year 2021 National Defense Authorization Act to alter the relationship between the Energy Department
and the Pentagon. Most egregiously, the provision would have given the Nuclear Weapons Council (helmed by an undersecretary
of defense) the power to overrule the energy secretary (a cabinet member) on the size and
scope of the National Nuclear Security Administration budget.
Inhofe claimed the aim of the legislation was to ensure greater coordination between the
Defense and Energy Departments and strengthen transparency to Congress. But a plain
reading of the language suggests a far more sweeping intent than streamlining nuclear
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bureaucracy. Namely, the legislation removed obstacles to continued astronomical National Nuclear Security Administration budget
growth, even if that growth would force other Energy Department national security programs to foot the bill. Indeed, the Trump
administration proposed to cut the Energy Department’s program to clean up legacy nuclear waste from the Cold War arms race to
pay for a last-minute, unplanned increase. The increase also required transferring money away from the Pentagon budget, notably
the Navy’s shipbuilding account.
Inhofe’s gambit sparked a flurry of bipartisan opposition in the Senate and House. The final Senate version of the authorization bill
excised the language giving the council the power to veto the energy secretary on the National Nuclear Security Administration
budget. The lower chamber’s authorization bill included a provision that would expand the membership of the council, and its
appropriations legislation sought to bar the council from expanding its budget role.
The final version of the authorization bill, however, retained much of the Senate language, and the House provisions were dropped
from the final appropriations bills.
The National Nuclear Security Administration budget must now go to the Nuclear Weapons Council before it goes to the Office of
Management and Budget. The energy secretary must note any potential disagreement of the council in the final budget submission.
And if the council disagrees with the proposed submission, then the council’s preferred budget must be sent to Congress along with
the actual request.
If executed as written, the new law effectively makes the Nuclear Weapons Council the decision authority for the National Nuclear
Security Administration’s budget. As a result, the energy secretary and the Office of Management and Budget will have reduced
leverage in the development of the budget. It will also make it difficult for the president to overrule the council without getting into a
messy public spat with congressional nuclear hawks about why they are going against the advice of the Pentagon.
Contrary to Inhofe’s conspiratorial claims, the main problem in need of a solution isn’t that the Defense Department is being cut out
of the development of the National Nuclear Security Administration’s nuclear modernization budget or that better coordination is
needed. The central problem is that the agency’s nuclear modernization budget is skyrocketing.
The growth of the agency’s weapon-activity budget almost defies belief. Projected spending on nuclear-weapon activities has risen
to $505 billion, according to the agency’s 25-year plan published last December. That represents a staggering increase of $113
billion from the 2020 version of the plan.
$113 billion. In one year.
This kind of stunning growth illustrates what critics of the National Nuclear Security Administration’s excessive plans have been
warning about for years: low-balled cost estimates, an inexecutable program, damaging opportunity costs, and a significant agency
credibility deficit. The mounting price tag and impracticality of the scope of and scheduled goals for many of the agency’s nuclear
warhead and infrastructure replacement efforts merit far greater scrutiny than Congress has provided to date.
Needed now: National Nuclear Security Administration budget reform and oversight
The Nuclear Weapons Council does not need expanded authority. Quite the opposite in fact. The council includes the undersecretary
of defense for acquisition and sustainment, the vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the National Nuclear Security Administration
administrator, the undersecretary of defense for research and engineering, the undersecretary of defense for policy, and the
commander of US Strategic Command. Together, these individuals oversee one slice of the total national defense budget. An
increasingly large slice to be sure. But just one slice.
The council focuses on ensuring that existing nuclear-weapon sustainment and modernization plans proceed full steam ahead.
Assessment of affordability and especially opportunity costs is a lower priority. As Senators Lisa Murkowski (Republican from
Arkansas) and Joe Manchin (Democrat from West Virginia) wrote last year, the Nuclear Weapons Council “has a narrower focus
than the Secretary of Energy, and its recommendations would likely prioritize nuclear weapons at the expense of other critical
missions undertaken by” the Energy Department.
If Congress allows Pentagon leaders to add their own spending priorities to other agencies’ budgets without any requirement to
propose offsets, spending on nuclear weapons will likely go in only one direction: up.
Instead of giving the Pentagon more free rein, Congress should roll back the Nuclear Weapons Council’s expanded powers and seek
greater oversight of how the body generates requirements for the arsenal and for the National Nuclear Security Administration.
As former agency administrator Frank Klotz noted last year, most of the voting seats on the council belong to the Pentagon, making
it “just an invitation for the [Defense Department] to constantly grade the National Nuclear Security Administration’s homework without
its homework being graded in a reciprocal sort of way.”
To address this problem, the deputy energy secretary and deputy director of the Office of
Management and Budget should be added to the council as full voting members. (Current
law only allows the Office of Management and Budget to participate in the council’s
deliberations in an advisory capacity.) This would ensure a much-needed, greater focus on
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affordability and balancing nuclear-weapon spending against other national security priorities.
Given that the council’s actions also impact US arms control and nonproliferation strategy, the undersecretary of state for arms
control and international security and the deputy national security advisor should also be added to the council as advisors.
The National Nuclear Security Administration has a long history of mismanaging its significant resources. In response, Congress
should offer reform and oversight, not a blank check to steal resources from other national security priorities.
Kingston Reif is the director for disarmament and threat reduction policy at the Arms Control Association, in
Washington, DC, where his work focuses on nuclear disarmament, preventing nuclear terrorism, missile defense, and
the defense budget.
Mandy Smithberger is the director of the Center for Defense Information at the Project On Government Oversight, in
Washington, DC, where her work focuses on Pentagon reform and the defense budget.

Are The Risks Of Nuclear Energy Overblown?
By Haley Zaremba
Source: https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Nuclear-Power/Are-The-Risks-Of-Nuclear-Energy-Overblown.html
May 22 – Nuclear energy is all about control. The process by which we generate nuclear power, after all, is not so different from the
mechanics that take place to trigger an atomic bomb. It’s all about the way in which the process of nuclear fission is tightly controlled,
scheduled, and slowed, which makes nuclear energy production possible and safe.
The amount of force that holds the nucleus of an atom together is monumental, and stores a massive amount of energy. When we
split atoms into smaller atoms, or “fission fragments”, this energy is released, and in the case of nuclear energy, harvested. But every
time an atom is split, it begins a chain reaction triggering more and more atoms to split. So why doesn’t every nuclear fission process
turn into a nuclear explosion? Because scientists
have gotten very, very good at controlling and
slowing down the chain reaction process.
Now, a fairly average-sized (1,000 megawatts)
nuclear energy plant produces as much energy in
a single day as was released by the atomic bomb
that detonated over Nagasaki, a 21 kiloton
weapon that leveled 90% of the city. And now, in
this day and age, neither a 1,000mw nuclear plant
nor a 20kt nuclear weapon are particularly big.
The largest nuclear power plant in the world,
Japan’s Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power
Station, located on the Sea of Japan around 135

miles northwest of Tokyo, has a staggering maximum capacity of approximately
8,000 megawatts. China’s Taishan Nuclear Power Plant has two individual
reactors that each have a production capacity of 1,750 megawatts--nearly twice
the power of Nagasaki per day in just one reactor, much less an entire nuclear
power plant. And that history-altering bomb itself now seems like child’s play
compared to the destructive potential of present-day nuclear warheads. The
largest weapon that the United States ever made, the B41 nuclear bomb of 1960–
1976 had the truly terrifying yield of 25 Megatons, more than 1,000 times more
powerful than the bomb that leveled Nagasaki and killed between 39,000 and
80,000 people.
All of this, in combination with high-profile nuclear disasters over the last few
decades, most notably in Chernobyl, Three Mile Island, and Fukushima, has led
to a lingering fear and paranoia about the hazard of nuclear energy. It’s easy to
see why the perceived looming threat of nuclear meltdown has had serious
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staying power and continues to shape nuclear policy around the world today. After all, we’re still dealing with the aftereffects of these
tragedies. Just last month Japan approved a plan to gradually dump 1.25 million tons of radioactive wastewater into the Pacific
Ocean as they run out of storage space to hold the cooling water necessary to keep the Fukushima plant, damaged in a 2011
earthquake and ensuing tsunami, from melting down. At this very moment, Chernobyl is back in the news as the site’s nuclear fuel
is once again smoldering in an inaccessible basement, creating the possibility of another nuclear explosion at the site, 35 years later.
All of these stories are worrying--but they are not the full picture. But the reality is that nuclear energy is much, much safer than many
of us are led to believe. In fact, a 2013 study published in the peer-reviewed journal Environmental Science & Technology found that
up to that point, nuclear energy had actually saved an estimated 2 million lives since 1971. By replacing coal-fired and other highemissions energy generation, nuclear energy has prevented approximately 1.84 million air pollution-related deaths, as well as kept
64 gigatonnes of greenhouse gas emissions out of the atmosphere. “By contrast,” the paper reads, “we assess that large-scale
expansion of unconstrained natural gas use would not mitigate the climate problem and would cause far more deaths than expansion
of nuclear power.”
Ultimately, nuclear energy is all about control. With proper training and security measures, nuclear could continue to be a very safe
and extremely climate-friendly energy source for the foreseeable future, especially as technology advances and we understand the
science and its limitations better than ever.
Haley Zaremba is a writer and journalist based in Mexico City. She has extensive experience writing and editing
environmental features, travel pieces, local news in the Bay Area, and music/culture reviews.
EDITOR’S COMMENT: Just curious: is the existing sea-wall (photo above) sufficient to hold a tsunami similar to that of

Fukushima? Or is it that tsunamis affect only the other side of Japan?

Soil Particles in Australia Could Be Leaking Radioactive Plutonium. Here's Why
By Barbara Etschmann, Joel Brugger and Vanessa Wong
Source: https://www.sciencealert.com/radioactive-particles-from-soil-in-south-australia-might-be-leaking-plutonium
May 24 – Almost 60 years after British nuclear tests ended, radioactive particles containing plutonium and uranium still contaminate
the landscape around Maralinga in outback South Australia.
These "hot particles" are not as stable as we once assumed. Our research shows they are likely releasing tiny chunks of plutonium
and uranium which can be easily transported in dust and water, inhaled by humans and wildlife and taken up by plants.
A British nuclear playground
After the US atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945, other nations raced to build their own nuclear weapons. Britain
was looking for locations to conduct its tests. When it approached the Australian government in the early 1950s, Australia was only
too eager to agree.
Between 1952 and 1963, Britain detonated 12 nuclear bombs in Australia. There were three in the Montebello Islands off Western
Australia, but most were in outback South Australia: two at Emu Field and seven at Maralinga.
Besides the full-scale nuclear detonations, there were hundreds of "subcritical" trials designed to test the performance and safety of
nuclear weapons and their components. These trials usually involved blowing up nuclear devices with conventional explosives, or
setting them on fire.
The subcritical tests released radioactive materials. The Vixen B trials alone (at the Taranaki test site at Maralinga) spread 22.2
kilograms of plutonium and more than 40 kilograms of uranium across the arid landscape. For comparison, the nuclear bomb dropped
on Nagasaki contained 6.4 kilograms of plutonium, while the one dropped on Hiroshima held 64 kilograms of uranium.
These tests resulted in long-lasting radioactive contamination of the environment. The full extent of the contamination was only
realized in 1984, before the land was returned to its traditional owners, the Maralinga Tjarutja people.
Hot potatoes
Despite numerous cleanup efforts, residual plutonium and uranium remains at Maralinga. Most is present in the form of "hot particles".
These are tiny radioactive grains (much smaller than a millimeter) dispersed in the soil.
Plutonium is a radioactive element mostly made by humans, and the weapons-grade
plutonium used in the British nuclear tests has a half life of 24,100 years. This means even
24,100 years after the Vixen B trials that ended in 1963, there will still be almost two
Nagasaki bombs' worth of plutonium spread around the Taranaki test site.
www.cbrne-terrorism-newsletter.com
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Plutonium emits alpha radiation that can damage DNA if it enters a body through eating, drinking or breathing.
In their original state, the plutonium
and uranium particles are rather
inactive. However, over time, when
exposed to atmosphere, water, or
microbes, they may weather and
release plutonium and uranium in dust
or rainstorms.
Plutonium and uranium show up as
bright lumps embedded in darker ironaluminum alloy in this electron
microscope image (Cook et al.,
Scientific Reports, 2021)

Until recently, we knew little about the
internal makeup of these hot particles.
This makes it very hard to accurately
assess the environmental and health
risks they pose.
Monash PhD student Megan Cook
(the lead author on our new
paper) took on this challenge. Her
research aimed to identify how
plutonium was deposited as it was
carried by atmospheric currents
following the nuclear tests (some
of it traveled as far as
Queensland!), the characteristics
of the plutonium hot particles
when they landed, and potential
movement within the soil.
Nanotechnology to the rescue
Previous studies used the super
intense X-rays generated by
synchrotron light sources to map
the distribution and oxidation state
of plutonium inside the hot
particles at the micrometer scale.
To get more detail, we used Xrays
from
the
Diamond
synchrotron near Oxford in the
UK, a huge machine more than
half a kilometer in circumference
that produces light ten billion
times brighter than the Sun in a particle accelerator.
Studying how the particles absorbed X-rays revealed they contained plutonium and uranium in several different states of oxidation –
which affects how reactive and toxic they are. However, when we looked at the shadows the
particles cast in X-ray light (or "X-ray diffraction"), we couldn't interpret the results without
knowing more about the different chemicals inside the particles.
To find out more, we used a machine at Monash University that can slice open tiny samples
with a nanometer-wide beam of high-energy ions, then analyze the elements inside and
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make images of the interior. This is a bit like using a lightsaber to cut a rock, only at the tiniest of scales. This revealed in exquisite
detail the complex array of materials and textures inside the particles.
Much of the plutonium and uranium is distributed in tiny particles sized between a few micrometers and a few nanometers, or
dissolved in iron-aluminum alloys. We also discovered a plutonium-uranium-carbon compound that would be destroyed quickly in
the presence of air, but which was held stable by the metallic alloy.
This complex physical and chemical structure of the particles suggests the particles formed by the cooling of droplets of molten metal
from the explosion cloud.
In the end, it took a multidisciplinary team across three continents - including soil scientists, mineralogists, physicists, mineral
engineers, synchrotron scientists, microscopists, and radiochemists - to reveal the nature of the Maralinga hot particles.
From fire to dust
Our results suggest natural chemical and physical processes in the outback environment may cause the slow release of plutonium
from the hot particles over the long term. This release of plutonium is likely to be contributing to ongoing uptake of plutonium by
wildlife at Maralinga.
Even under the semi-arid conditions of Maralinga, the hot particles slowly break down, liberating their deadly cargo. The lessons
from the Maralinga particles are not limited to outback Australia. They are also useful in understanding particles generated from dirty
bombs or released during subcritical nuclear incidents.
There have been a few documented instances of such incidents. These include the B-52 accidents that resulted in the conventional
detonation of thermonuclear weapons near Palomares in Spain in 1966, and Thule in Greenland in 1968, and the explosion of an
armed nuclear missile and subsequent fire at the McGuire Air Force Base in the USA in 1960.
Thousands of active nuclear weapons are still held by nations around the world today. The Maralinga legacy shows the world can ill
afford incidents involving nuclear particles.
Barbara Etschmann is Research officer @ Monash University.
Joel Brugger is Professor of Synchrotron Geosciences @ Monash University.
Vanessa Wong is Associate Professor @ Monash University.

Iran After the Bomb: How Would a Nuclear-Armed Tehran Behave?
By Alireza Nader
RAND 2013

Source: https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR300/RR310/RAND_RR310.pdf
Iran’s acquisition of nuclear weapons is not a foregone conclusion. The U.S. policy of impos-ing sanctions on Iran while pursuing
diplomatic engagement may still dissuade the Islamic Republic from developing a nuclear weapons capability. However, that policy
is not guaranteed to resolve the Iranian nuclear crisis. Even an Israeli and/or U.S. military attack against Iran’s nuclear facilities could
not prevent Iran from developing nuclear weapons; it could only delay such development. Therefore, it is prudent to examine Iran’s
potential foreign policy, military doctrine, and support for terrorism after it has obtained nuclear weapons. This report seeks to explore
how a nuclear-armed Iran would behave, if it would act aggressively, and what this would entail for the United States and its main
regional allies, including the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and Israel.The key findings of the study are the following:
⚫ The Islamic Republic is a revisionist state that seeks to undermine what it perceives to be the American-dominated order in
the Middle East. However, it does not have territorial ambitions and does not seek to invade, conquer, or occupy other
nations. Its chief mili-tary aim is to deter a U.S. and/or Israeli military attack while it undermines American allies in the Middle
East.•Nuclear arms are unlikely to change Iran’s fundamental interests and strategies. Rather, nuclear weapons would
probably reinforce Iran’s traditional national security objectives, including deterring a U.S. and/or Israeli military attack.
⚫ Iran may feel more confident and gain a sense of prestige from a nuclear capability, but other factors, such as the regional
geopolitical environment and Iran’s political, military, and economic capabilities, will have a greater bearing on Iranian
calculations.
⚫ Iran’s possession of nuclear weapons will lead to greater tension between the Shi’a the-ocracy and the conservative Sunni
monarchies. However, Iran is unlikely to use nuclear weapons against other Muslim
countries. Moreover, Iran’s ability to undermine the GCC is quite limited, especially
given Tehran’s diminishing influence resulting from the Arab Spring and Iranian
support for the Syrian government.
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⚫ Nuclear weapons may provide Iran with the ultimate deterrent, but they are unlikely to be useful in coercing the GCC states,
particularly in view of Iran’s deteriorating economy.
⚫ The Islamic Republic views Israel in ideological terms. However, it is very unlikely that Iran would use nuclear weapons
against Israel, given the latter’s overwhelming conven-tional and nuclear military superiority.
⚫ The Iranian government does not use terrorism for ideological reasons. Instead, Iran’s support for terrorism is motivated by
cost and benefit calculations, with the aims of main-taining deterrence and preserving or expanding its influence in the
Middle East.
⚫ A nuclear-armed Iran is unlikely to extend its nuclear deterrent to groups such as Hizbal-lah or Hamas. So-called Iranian
“proxy” groups have divergent interests from those of Tehran, especially Sunni Arab groups such as Hamas. Tehran is also
unlikely to provide nuclear weapons or nuclear technology to non-Iranian groups.
⚫ Iran’s possession of nuclear weapons will create greater instability in the Middle East. An inadvertent or accidental nuclear
exchange between Israel and Iran is a dangerous pos-sibility. However, there is not much evidence to suggest that rogue
elements could have easy access to Iranian nuclear weapons, even if the Islamic Republic were to collapse. Elements of
the political elite, including Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, may be fervent Mahdists or millenarians, but their beliefs are not directly
related to nuclear weapons and will not shape Iran’s nuclear decision making.

Scared straight: How prophets of doom might save the world
By Phil Torres
Source: https://thebulletin.org/2021/05/scared-straight-how-prophets-of-doom-might-save-the-world/
May 27 – Several years ago, a team of Australian researchers asked people in the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, and
Australia about how probable a global catastrophe in the near term might be. They found that “a majority (54 percent) rated the risk
of our way of life ending within the next 100 years at 50 percent or greater, and a quarter rated the risk of humans being wiped out
at 50 percent or greater.” Another study that focused only on climate change
found that “four in ten Americans think the odds that global warming will cause
humans to become extinct are 50 percent or higher.” A search for “human
extinction” via Google Ngram Viewer, which combs through digitized
documents in Google’s collection, shows a significant leap in the term’s
frequency over the past 20 years.
The Australian researchers also noted that, when confronted with end-of-theworld thoughts, people tend to have one of three responses: first, they
interpret the situation through the prism of religion. On this view, the threat of
catastrophe is seen as part of the grand battle between Good and Evil in the
universe. Second, people come to believe that “the world’s future looks grim
so we have to focus on looking after ourselves and those we love,” or in a
“weaker” form, “we should enjoy the life we have now, and not worry about
what might happen to the world in the future.” And third, people latch onto the
idea that “we need to transform our worldview and way of life if we are to
create a better future for the world.” The authors referred to these
fundamentalism, nihilism, and activism, respectively.
The fact is that many scholars who study existential threats agree that the
probability of doom is higher today than ever before in humanity’s 300,000-year history. From nuclear weapons to killer drones to
designer pathogens, humanity is acquiring much more efficient methods of bringing down civilization or causing our extinction than
in the past. Lord Martin Rees, a world-renowned cosmologist at the University of Cambridge, estimates that human civilization has
a 50/50 chance of making it through this century intact.
Given the ominous possibility that Rees and others are right, the key question is how to talk about global catastrophic risks in ways
that inspire people to become activists, rather than nudge them into fundamentalist beliefs or an attitude of defeatism.
In the book Enlightenment Now!, the psychologist Steven Pinker worries that the “drumbeat of doom” will ultimately backfire:
“Humanity has a finite budget of resources, brainpower, and anxiety.” When these resources
are used up, brainpower has been drained, and anxiety reaches a tipping point, the result
may be a paralyzing sense that “humanity is screwed.” And if humanity is screwed, then
“why sacrifice anything to reduce potential risks? Why forgo the convenience of fossil fuels,
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or exhort governments to rethink their nuclear weapons policies? Eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow we die!” In other words,
Pinker is afraid that people will succumb to nihilism rather than activism.
But is this warranted? Pinker notes that many leading intellectuals throughout the Atomic Age have made dire predictions that the
world is about to end. For example (these are taken from Pinker):
Albert Einstein warned in 1950 that “only the creation of a world government can prevent the impending self-destruction of mankind.”
C.P. Snow, an English novelist and chemist, wrote in 1961 that “within, at most, 10 years, some of those [nuclear] bombs are going
off. I am saying this as responsibly as I can. That is the certainty.”
Joseph Weizenbaum, an MIT computer scientist, declared in 1976 that “I am completely certain … that by the year 2000, you
[students] will all be dead.”
Hans Morgenthau, an influential international relations theorist, opined in 1979 that “the world is moving ineluctably towards a third
world war—a strategic nuclear war. I do not believe that anything can be done to prevent it.”
But the nuclear holocaust didn’t happen. Were these proclamations a misguided waste of nerves that did nothing more than frighten
people at the time? In fact, a survey conducted after the Cuban missile crisis in 1962, later described by the historian Arthur
Schlesinger Jr. as “the most dangerous moment in human history,” found that some 40 percent of adolescents experienced a “great
deal” of anxiety about the possibility of war. Another survey that asked schoolchildren about the world in 10 years reported that more
than two-thirds mentioned war, “often in terms of somber helplessness.” As a junior high-school student put it in the early 1980s,
responding to an article on the “nuclear winter hypothesis” written by the cosmologist Carl Sagan, “My friends are scared. Sometimes
they think—Will we wake up to see the world tomorrow?”
These warnings may very well have galvanized people into action.
Perhaps the doomsday prognostications of Einstein, Snow, Weizenbaum, Morgenthau, and others were “self-defeating prophecies”
that, by virtue of foregrounding the worst-case outcomes, led to actions that saved humanity.
Many people accused Sagan of alarmism about nuclear weapons. Even pro-disarmament colleagues, someone wrote in a 1997
obituary for Sagan, described the nuclear winter scenario that Sagan popularized in the early 1980s as “the worst example of the
misrepresentation of science to the public in my memory.” But the fact is that former Soviet Premier Mikhail Gorbachev told former
US President Ronald Reagan in 1988 that Sagan’s activism against nuclear weapons was “a major influence on ending proliferation.”
Today, young climate activists like Greta Thunberg embraced the strategy of frightening people into action. In a 2019 message in
Davos, she declared:
Adults keep saying: “We owe it to the young people to give them hope.” But I don’t want your hope. I don’t want you to be hopeful. I
want you to panic. I want you to feel the fear I feel every day. And then I want you to act.
So far, the strategy hasn’t solved the climate crisis, but it could very well be the best approach going forward. Fear can be paralyzing,
but it can also be motivating. There is no point to sugar-coating our collective plight: It is absolutely dire. We really do face a higher
probability of catastrophe today than ever before in our history, if one takes seriously the estimates from Martin Rees and others. A
2008 informal survey of experts, for example, put the median probability of extinction this century at 19 percent, and of course the
minute hand of the Doomsday Clock is currently set to a mere 100 seconds before midnight.
But the urgency of humanity’s present situation is only half of the story.
Communicating about existential risks is a two-step process: First, the messengers need to stress that not a single problem facing
humanity is hopelessly insoluble. And second, they need to point out that there are things that every person on the planet can do to
make things better. We know how to solve climate change. We know what we’d have to do to redirect an asteroid or comet away
from Earth. We know how early detection systems can prevent a global pandemic. We even understand that in about 800 million
years, the sun will become too luminous for complex lifeforms, like us, to continue residing on this planetary island. We know we will
have to move.
There are solutions to each of these problems. Some may involve technological fixes, while others might require changes to our
norms, attitudes, or the structure of political systems. But there is nothing inevitable about humanity’s self-destruction this century or
beyond. The only natural existential threat that we don’t currently know how to mitigate is a supervolcanic eruption. A speculative
plan from NASA scientists, for example, involves pumping high-pressure water into magma chambers to prevent a supereruption,
but these scientists add that this might inadvertently trigger a catastrophe. More research, though, could very well provide an answer.
Along similar lines, we do not yet have any good solutions to what AI risk researchers call the “control problem,” that is, the puzzle
of how to effectively control an algorithm whose general intelligence capabilities far exceed those of the smartest possible humans.
But again, there is no reason to believe that further exploration of the problem won’t reveal an effective solution. In other words, there
is hope, an essential feature of activism.
Beyond this, there are plenty of ways that each of us, as individuals, can ensure a good
outcome for humanity in the face of grave dangers. Obvious things include flying less,
recycling, embracing a vegetarian or vegan diet, supporting movements like Fridays for
Future, donating money to charities or think tanks, and even (controversially) having one
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fewer child. Young people might consider pursuing degrees in philosophy, public health, microbiology, computer science, or
climatology to help solve the biggest challenges humanity has ever faced. Alternatively, it may be that some threats can only be
solved from the top down—for instance, via government regulation. In this case, our moral obligation would be to call our government
representatives and demand change—and, if that fails, to vote better politicians into office.
This is how we create activists: Tell the truth about how bad our existential predicament is, but always emphasize that the situation
is far from hopeless, nor are you and I helpless. There is reason for optimism—conditional optimism: If we take the risks seriously
and act accordingly, the future could be better than ever before.
Phil Torres is a philosopher and author whose work focuses on existential threats to civilization and humanity. He has
been a visiting scholar at the Centre for the Study of Existential Risk at the University of Cambridge, and is currently
based at Leibniz Universität Hannover. His forthcoming book is Human Extinction: A History of Thinking About the
End of the World.

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident,
Ten Years On
Progress, Lessons and Challenges
Source: https://www.oecd-nea.org/jcms/pl_56742/fukushima-daiichi-nuclearpower-plant-accident-ten-years-on
Much has been learned in the ten years since the Great Eastern Japan
Earthquake and the subsequent accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Power Plant, but significant challenges still remain.
This report presents the current situation at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Power Plant and the responses by Japanese authorities and the international
community since the accident. It will assist both policymakers and the general
public to understand the multi-dimensional issues stemming from the accident.
These include disaster recovery, compensation for damages, nuclear safety,
nuclear regulation, radiation protection, plant decommissioning, radioactive
waste management, psycho-social issues in the community, and societal
resilience.
Building on two previous reports released by the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
in 2013 and 2016, the report examines the plant’s future, that of the affected
region and population, as well as outlining areas for further improvement and
how the international community can help.

Israel’s raid on Osirak, 40 years on
By Seth Franzman
Source: https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/israels-raid-on-osirak-40-years-on-669985
June 03 – No one had ever bombed a nuclear reactor before. For the Israeli politicians, generals, and pilots who prepared on June
6, 1981, for a raid to obliterate Iraq’s French-built Osirak reactor, this was a brave new world.
Planning had gone on for years. Israel would use advanced aircraft but forgo precision munitions in favor of a desire to totally destroy
the target. Israeli F-16s were to fly to Iraq and, in just 90 seconds, eviscerate a nuclear reactor that could one day threaten Israel
and the region. If it worked, it could prevent Saddam Hussein’s Iraq from developing nuclear weapons and holding the region hostage.
If it failed, Israel knew that Saddam might emerge stronger and that Israel, already isolated on the world’s stage, could be more
isolated and Iraq might have a reason to strike back.
It was a different time. Israel was threatened from Lebanon by Palestinian terror groups armed with rockets. Most of the region was
against the Jewish state, including a powerful and economically successful Iraq. Iran, after
the Islamic Revolution, was also emerging as a major opponent of Israel. There were
stirrings of protest in the West Bank. Israel had signed a peace treaty with Egypt, a
momentous occasion, and it was withdrawing forces from Sinai. The UN Resolution
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declaring “Zionism is racism” had been passed in 1975 and was still on the books. It would not be repealed until 1991.

F-16A NETZ 243, flown by Col. Ilan Ramon in the operation. (Credit: Wikimedia Commons)

In 1980 the Middle East was dominated by a series of powerful non-democratic regimes.
These included Saddam Hussein in Iraq, who had come to power and promised rapid
industrialization of the country. Iraq was one of the key powers in the region at the time with
an army that expanded to almost one million men under arms by the 1990s. It was the fourthlargest army in the world. Iraq would eventually acquire around 5,700 tanks – including
advanced T-72 models – and thousands of artillery pieces. It purchased arms from countries

around the world, including China, the
Soviet Union, Italy, Czechoslovakia
and others, importing some $24 billion
in military equipment. Iraq’s amassing
of this power had a profound effect on
the region.
Iraq pursued weapons of mass destruction, leading to the Israeli raid on its Osirak reactor in 1981. It had
acquired chemical weapons, which it used in the Iran-Iraq war. It also worked with terrorists,
such as the terror leader known as Abu Nidal. Iraq’s leading role in the conflict with Iran led
it to become increasingly tied to Kuwait and the Gulf states, serving as a buffer between the
Arab states and the Islamic revolution of Iran that had broken out in 1979.
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TODAY THE raid on Osirak is seen through the prism of what came after.
The successful airstrike involved 14 F-15 and F-16 fighter jets dropping a dozen munitions on the reactor. One French technician
was killed. In only several minutes on that day, Israel established a doctrine that it would act to prevent any existential threat involving
weapons of mass destruction in the region. Prime minister Menachem Begin said that Israel would not allow nuclear weapons in the
region to threaten Israel. The shadow that was cast is important because years later the controversy over Iran’s nuclear program
continues to be framed according to the rules of June 7, 1981.
Not everyone was happy with this doctrine. The international community, since Israel’s creation, has largely worked to excuse the
endless wars against the Jewish state. In the 1950s the establishment of Palestinian refugee camps was intended not just as a
measure to help displaced people, but to create an endless UN-supported program specifically for those refugees to keep them
hungry for a “right of return” to Israel.

IDF CHIEF of staff Rafael ‘Raful’ Eitan and Air Force commander David Ivri inform journalists about the operation, June 9, 1981.
(Credit: HERMAN CHANANIA/GPO)

The Western powers and Soviet bloc worked with fanatical Arab nationalist regimes in the 1960s – not to get them to stop their
warmongering against Israel, but to enable their hostile views. Weapons were sold to Egypt, Syria and other states hostile to Israel,
enabling them to vastly expand their armies, and scientists came to aid them in their missile programs. Like Iran today, these countries
chose to use hatred of Israel as an excuse to build up massive military-industrial complexes devoted to the destruction of the Jewish
state. Instead of holding them back, Western countries caved to their excuses about how they had to fight Israel and that the “conflict”
was the central issue in the region.
International terrorism, directed in an unprecedented way against Israel, led to atrocities such as the Munich Olympics massacre, all
ignored or excused by many Western governments while the terrorists themselves received backing from Soviet bloc countries and
succor from regimes like Saddam’s Iraq.
Even in 1993 when the full evils of the Saddam regime were already clear, after he had
perpetrated genocidal attacks against the Kurds in the 1980s using poison gas and invaded
Kuwait in 1990, there were still experts arguing against Israel’s actions. An article in the
International Journal of World Peace in 1993, Donald Boudreau argued against the
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“conventional wisdom that the act [by Israel] made a positive contribution to Israeli and international peace and security… the author
laments the establishment of several ominous precedents.”
Of course, there is no companion article lamenting the precedent of Saddam Hussein using poison gas to attempt genocide of the
Kurds in Iraq. For some reason that was not a problem for international peace, yet Israel bombing Saddam’s reactor was. The Osirak
raid illustrates that no matter what Israel does, it is always the “problem.” Saddam invading Iran at the opening salvo of the Iran-Iraq
war, a war that dragged on for almost a decade killing masses of people, was not a bad precedent. Israel carrying out a precision
strike on a nuclear reactor? Very controversial. For the same reason Israel’s precision response last month to Hamas rocket fire led
to an international anti-Israel outcry.
The naysayers have one view of Osirak. They didn’t want Israel defending itself and likely preferred Saddam’s Iraq to acquire nuclear
weapons, much as today the quiet lobby behind Iran’s desire for nuclear weapons pretends it is merely supporting peace when in
fact it is paving the way for Iran to develop a nuclear weapon and hold the region hostage – as it already holds the region hostage
with drones and missiles.
WHAT WAS achieved on that unprecedented day, June 7, 1981? According to a 2004 thesis by Peter Ford at the Naval Postgraduate
School in California, the preventive strike was “valuable primarily for two purposes: buying time and gaining international attention.
Second, the strike provided a one-time benefit for Israel. Subsequent strikes will be less effective due to dispersed/hardened nuclear
targets and limited intelligence.”
Iraq was able to obtain a reactor through its close relations with France. It was still technically at war with Israel: Iraqis had been sent
to the frontlines in the Golan to fight Israel in 1973. Iraq was showing its brutality by executing Jews as well. As usual, the international
community worked with Iraq instead of condemning the executions, warmongering and brutality.
Saddam’s Ba’athist regime, like Iran’s today, was sophisticated. It had high-quality educated people at its top ranks. It was also a
modernizing country with new planned cities, and the rural countryside was being remade by Stalinist-style planning. Iraq was, in
some ways, the envy of the Arab world with its healthcare and education systems ranking well in the region at the time. Brutal, yes,
but also relatively successful.
Hussein approached the French to acquire a gas-graphite reactor for uranium to be enriched to 93%.
“Possessing an Osiris-type reactor offered two primary benefits to Hussein: its plutogenic traits offered him a potential source of
weapons-grade nuclear material and the fuel used to run Osiris also was weapons-grade material,” writes Ford. Saddam openly said
that the agreement with France would lead to the first “Arab atomic bomb.”
Iraq sought out a 70-megawatt Osiris-style reactor and another training reactor. It also sought a plant from Italy to separate plutonium.
The training reactor, dubbed Tammuz II, began operations in February 1980. Enriched uranium arrived in Iraq. The window to stop
the process was closing. Reactor cores, damaged via sabotage in France, would arrive. Once the reactors were operational, a strike
could cause radioactive material to spread all over Iraq. The reactor complex on the banks of the Tigris River was a large square
facility, with the main Tammuz Osirak reactor having a white concrete dome.
Ironically, it was the Iranians, using F-4s, who first tried to destroy the reactor. They were on the frontline against Saddam’s brutal
army; Israel was still far away. But the Iraqis made clear that it was Israel the nukes would be used against. Israel countered the
threat through the media and via attempts to derail or slow down the pace of Iraq’s nuclear program.
“Israel exerted seven years of diplomatic pressure on nations around the world in the attempt to prevent Iraq from getting the Osirak
reactor,” Ford writes.
Critics of Israel often say the country does not do enough diplomacy to achieve peace. The Iraqi reactor story illustrates how even
when Israel does everything possible to beg the international community to listen and do something, no help is forthcoming. This is
largely because Western powers pay lip service to things like “non-proliferation” but actually do little to prevent it.
THE STRIKE did not occur in a vacuum. Israel had to weigh international reactions and domestic political repercussions. It is thought
that ordering the strike benefited those in charge, the positive risks outweighing the potential negatives.
Once the decision had been made, Israel had to also make sure that the tools it would use were sufficient. When Israel first looked
at how to stop the Iraqi threat it only had F-4 Phantoms and A-4 Skyhawks, not long-range planes capable of the mission. That
changed with the Iranian Revolution. F-16s destined for Iran as part of “Peace Zebra” were rerouted to Israel as part of an acquisition
called Peace Marble, covering 75 planes. The planes came in 1980. The super-modern F-16, just off the production line, was ideal
for the mission.
With modern F-16 and F-15s Israel had the warplanes and munitions to accomplish the task.
“Both [warplane types] had advanced Inertial Navigation Systems allowing them to fly long distances without the need for groundbased navigation aids. The IAF had the right tools to accomplish the mission,” notes Ford.
The decision of what weapons to use mattered as well. Israel opted for a more dangerous
raid using non-precision weapons rather than those that might give a “stand-off” capability
where the planes could drop their smart bombs and then be sufficiently safe from anti-aircraft
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fire. A total of 16 MK84 2,000-pound bombs would be dropped into the reactor with delayed fuses, designed for maximum destruction.
The pilots, along with Israel Air Force Maj.-Gen. David Ivri and IDF chief of staff Rafael “Raful” Eitan, clustered at Etzion Air Base
prior to the strike, dubbed Operation Babylon (also known as Operation Opera). It was the eve of Shavuot. The pilots were briefed.
The six F-15s and eight F-16s flew the complex mission over Saudi Arabia, entering Iraq from the miles of open desert that form the
boundary between Iraq and Saudi Arabia. They had to fly low, some 100-150 feet from the desert landscape. While the F-15s used
radar and electronic counter-measures, the F-16s continued their bomb run to the reactor southwest of Baghdad.
There were other obstacles as well. Jordan’s King Hussein, according to reports, saw the F-16s pass over and a warning was sent
to Iraq according to a 2012 Air Force Magazine report. It was just after 4 p.m. and the reactor was to be struck at sunset. Radio
silence had to be maintained and the pilots had to avoid Saudi early warning systems operating to the south. There was a larger
context here. At the time, controversy had grown in the US over sales of F-15 enhancements to Saudi Arabia and AWACS radar
planes. Such advanced aircraft were not in the hands of Riyadh yet.
The mission’s success not only gave Israeli additional military respect around the world, it also aided deterrence. It once again proved
its capabilities for using the latest aircraft. Ford notes that “the IAF used the F-15, designed for long-range detection and air
superiority, in its optimal role: protecting strikers as they dropped their munitions. Similarly, the IAF used the F-16 in its optimal role
as a strike fighter against heavily defended targets. Israel was the only nation in the region that possessed these aircraft and tactical
knowledge about their optimal use.”
Today Israel is pioneering uses for the F-35, having received two dozen of the aircraft in two squadrons, with the plan to acquire up
to 75 of the planes.
The raid on Osirak was a watershed moment. It changed the region and ushered in a new era of Israeli dominance. Where once
Israel’s military abilities were contested by conventional militaries like Egypt and Syria, by the 1980s and 1990s Israel would possess
the strongest most capable military in the region.
But that hasn’t changed the equation when it comes to non-conventional weapons, such as nuclear weapons or Iran’s missiles and
drones, the kind Hamas has used recently. Israel’s use of advanced warplanes, such as the F-15 and F-16 and now F-35, isn’t a
magic wand to win wars.
Dangerous facilities, such as Syria’s nuclear reactor that was destroyed in 2007, can be stopped – but more threats will emerge.

EU Project INCLUDING
Source: https://including-cluster.eu/including.php
August 1st 2019 marked the start of the 5-year (60 months) European INCLUDING project, which is bringing together infrastructure,
equipment and experts coming from Medical Organizations, Fire Corps, Government Department, Municipalities, Law Enforcement
Agencies, Ministries, Governmental and Civilian Research Institutes and Industries operating in the field of radiological and nuclear
emergencies from across the EU. The INCLUDING (Innovative Cluster for Radiological and Nuclear Emergencies) Project pursues
to develop a Federation in which individual Members will cooperate to provide a common framework to standardize access to their
respective facilities, enhance interoperability and to allow a more intensive use of expensive equipment.
INCLUDING is a project funded by the European Commission in the framework of H2020 programme. It is part of the Secure Societies
Challenge – Protecting freedom and security of Europe and its citizens. The funding scheme is CSA (Coordination and Support
Action) and the topic of reference is: Pan-European clusters of practitioners and other actors in the field of Security (Subtopic
Innovation clusters from around Europe managing demonstration sites, testing workbenches and training facilities).
INCLUDING connects 15 Partners from 10 EU Member States (MS), bringing together infrastructure, equipment and experts
operating in the field of radiological and nuclear emergencies. Project is coordinated by ENEA Italian Agency for the New
Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development.
Why a Project on Radiological and Nuclear Emergencies?
Radiation and nuclear emergencies are by far the most feared by people and difficult to face by the authorities and the radiological
threat is now recognized as a high, if not the highest, priority in the global agenda for nuclear security and an important element in
the broad spectrum of unconventional threats pursued by malicious individuals and groups. To date, new scenarios add to
conventional ones to further widen the range of intervention of front-line authorities and in general of all practitioners and pose a
great challenge in terms of making the most effective use of the present knowledge and
technologies, while keeping abreast of the continuously evolving threats. The job of
improving Radiological and Nuclear security is never done: security must constantly evolve
as the threats change, technologies shift and new vulnerabilities are revealed.
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What will the Project do?
Far from being a simple aggregation of entities separated geographically and with complementary expertise, INCLUDING pursues
to develop a Federation in which individual Members will cooperate together to provide a common framework to standardize access
to their respective facilities, enhance interoperability and to allow a more intensive use of expensive equipment.
MAIN OBJECTIVES
• To provide a Pan-European Federated model of RN Security sector cluster to optimize sharing of resources and expertize
• To develop a centralized management tool for remote booking and utilization of resources in the Federation
• To develop a common learning framework for RN training
• To capitalize results and training facilities developed in previous EU projects
• To execute several real threats driven Joint Actions at Federation facilities to validate the federated model
• To collaborate with RN community, on-going EU and national projects and other cluster for long-term sustainability of the
Federation

The INCLUDING Federation will provide in a flexible way training activities on unconventional scenarios of RN crisis. The INCLUDING
team is able to monitor, translate and merge advanced, proven technologies in prepare-response and recovery sequence with
practices applied during a RN emergency. The plurality of testbeds in the cluster allows for execution of all the main types of
exercises, ranging from full-scale to functional field exercises, table-top exercises and drills.
INCLUDING Facilities for resident training include, but are not limited to:
• Two nuclear centres to run large and medium scale exercises on nuclear emergencies.
• Qualified site for testing countermeasures against smuggling of explosive and radioactive materials for dirty bombs
assembling (fully developed with funds coming from EDEN project).
• Naval base providing military grade emergency services and with the appropriate
radar facilities, systems for tracking and surveillance and broadband
communication network.
• Urban areas qualified as “Living Lab” for field exercises with also wide open forest.
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Three medical centres for radiological triage, treatment of external and internal contaminated people, radiotherapy,
emergency surgery.
Fire corps training centre.
Two training centres for nuclear forensic in RDD scenario and radiological survey.
Testing workbenches and related laboratory facilities for RN application with availability of calibrated radiation source.
Centre for simulation of border check point Portal radiation Monitoring for cars and pedestrian.
Proving ground for AUV operations.
Nuclear Forensics Laboratory which uses different techniques (SEM, TEM, MS, XRF, XRD, PIXE, FTIR, OSL, TL, Pulse
Train Recorder for neutron detection, Gamma Spectrometers, Neutron detectors, NAA, PGAA).
Laboratory for immersive virtual reality that allow creating authentic/credible multisensory virtual reality applications
supporting various crisis scenarios.

INCLUDING Facilities for online training:
• Simulator for crowd dynamics in chaotic situation and for mass evacuation.
• Crisis management advanced system.
• Simulation tool for the determination of the atmospheric dispersion in an urban area of radioactive material released by a
radiological dispersion device (RDD).
• E-learning platforms.
• Training system to be used for preparations and simulations before on-field trainings to test scenarios and plan use of
resources.
• Virtual Neutron Source for training purposes (detection training without using real radioactive sources).
• Serious gaming platforms.
In order to improve knowledge and expertise sharing between practitioners from different countries and organizations INCLUDING
will organize meetings, workshops and Joint Actions. The activities will help to identify how unconventional scenarios are evolving,
the gaps in the training, simulation and exercise functions.

UK spent more than £8000 every minute on nuclear weapons in 2020, report says
Source: https://www.thenational.scot/news/19353768.uk-spent-8000-every-minute-nuclear-weapons-2020-report-says/
June 07 – The UK spent more than £8300 a minute on nuclear weapons last year, a new report claims.
The International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapons (Ican) estimates £4.38 billion was splurged on the defence systems in
2020, making the UK the fourth biggest spender behind the US, China and Russia.
The UK has around 200 nuclear weapons and is committed to replacing the ageing Trident submarine system, which is housed at
HM Naval Base Clyde, near Scotland’s biggest population centre. However, it does not publish detailed accounts of its spending on
this area.
In a report released today, analysis by Ican suggests that is equivalent to $11,769 per minute. The estimate is based on reports from
the National Audit Office, the Ministry of Defence and more.
Janet Fenton, Ican’s Scottish liaison and the vice chair of Scottish CND, told The National: “Scotland has been forced to act as an
involuntary host to the UK’s nuclear weapons, while the UK is one of the least transparent nuclear armed states about its expenditure
and the technical difficulties it faces in upgrading and replacing its nuclear weapons system.
“All this is regardless of the complete democratic deficit in a Scotland that has just elected a parliament with a majority that supports
independence and returned an even bigger number of parliamentarians who are committed to supporting the Treaty on the Prohibition
of Nuclear Weapons than the number who support independence.”
The report says: “Nuclear-armed states spent an obscene amount of money on illegal weapons of mass destruction in 2020, while
the majority of the world’s countries support a global nuclear weapons ban. But the story doesn’t stop there. Companies, lobbyists
and think tanks are complicit and deserve to be held accountable for their role in building and shaping a world with more than 13,000
life-ending weapons. We need to call on them to cut it out.”
The report, titled Complicit: 2020 Global Nuclear Weapons Spending, says countries put a combined £1bn more into their nuclear
arsenals during the period, taking overall spending to £51.2bn.
It also details spending given to defence think tanks and comes three weeks after Lord
McDonald, the former Foreign Office permanent secretary, told the House of Lords that Boris
Johnson’s plans to increase the UK’s nuclear arsenal may clash with its obligations under
the nuclear non-proliferation treaty.
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CND vice chair Janet Fenton said there is a ‘democratic deficit’ for the support of nuclear weapons in Scotland

The Ministry of Defence said: “Maintaining the UK’s nuclear deterrent capability at a minimum credible level is fully consistent with
our international legal obligations, including those under Article VI of the Non-Proliferation Treaty. The UK’s independent nuclear
deterrent exists to deter the most extreme threats to the UK and our Nato allies. Our stockpile ceiling is a maximum if required, not
a target nor our current number, and is kept under review.”
Referring to parts of HM Naval Base Clyde, Fenton commented: “The UK recently declared an increase on the cap of the number of
nuclear warheads at Faslane Naval Base and the nuclear warhead store at Coulport.
“Nuclear weapons spending is obscene, especially in the context of preparedness for a pandemic.”
The Scottish Greens are vocal opponents of nuclear weapons. The party’s external affairs spokesperson Ross Greer MSP, who
represents the West Scotland region, said: “Nuclear weapons are an abomination. The day the world is free of these weapons of
mass slaughter can’t come soon enough. Not only do nuclear weapons present a real and immediate danger, this report shows that
they put us at greater risk by diverting vast sums of public money which could otherwise be spent on what really keeps us safe, such
as high-quality health and care services during a pandemic.
“Spending such vast sums on these evil weapons can never be justified but for the UK Government to prioritise this expenditure at
a time when it is slashing international aid budgets just sums up the mentality of this heartless Tory administration.”

Exploring the UK radiation protection landscape post-Euratom
By Steven Pike
Source: https://www.argonelectronics.com/blog/exploring-the-uk-radiation-protection-landscape-post-euratom
June 08 – The European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) was formed in 1957 with the aim of creating a
specialist market for the development, distribution and sale of nuclear power within Europe.
While Euratom has always been recognised as a separate legal entity from the EU, it is nonetheless governed by
the institutions of a number of EU member countries.
When the United Kingdom announced, in 2017, that it intended to leave the Euratom Treaty
as part of the Brexit process, it was inevitable that it would also raise
questions and concerns within the UK’s nuclear energy and radiation
protection sectors.
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What steps would need to be taken to address any possible deficiencies in the UK's Ionising Radiation Standards (Basic
Safety Standards) 2018?
Where would the UK stand in terms of its ability to secure a consistent and long-term supply of nuclear fuel?
How might the decision impact the supply of medical radioisotopes that are crucial to radiological testing, diagnostics and
treatment?
What consequences might there be for the UK in being able to maintain access crucial nuclear research activities, funding
and employment opportunities within the EU?

Charting the UK’s exit from Euratom
When the UK signalled its invocation of Article 106(a) of the Euratom treaty in 2017, it set in motion a chain of events that culminated
in the termination of its Euratom membership on 31 January 2020.
At this point, there followed a 12-month transition period during which the UK continued to participate in Euratom as an associated
state and with many of Euratom’s rules and arrangements remaining in place.
In December 2020, the UK and Euratom announced that they had signed a voluntary Nuclear Cooperation Agreement (NCA) with
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) which ensures that the UK’s non-military nuclear materials and facilities will continue
to be subject to international monitoring.
The 24-article agreement provides a framework for cooperation between the parties and signals to the wider international community,
the nuclear sector and the public that both parties are fully committed to cooperation.
Radiological protection beyond Euratom
While Euratom was originally established to act as a civil nuclear regulator within Europe, its scope has expanded over the years to
encompass a wide range of areas including nuclear research and development (R&D), radiological safety and safeguarding
arrangements for the nonproliferation of nuclear materials.
Euratom's latest Council Directive 2013/59 (commonly referred to as the Basic Safety Standards Directive) sets out basic safety
standards for the protection of personnel from the dangers of exposure to ionising radiation, including guidance on radiation dose
management, dose optimisation, clinical responsibility and close reporting.
In anticipation of the UK's departure from the Euratom Treaty, action was taken by the UK Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS) to address any potential issues.
In 2018 the UK government passed the Nuclear Safeguards Act which provided for the passing of regulations and the implementation
of any safeguard agreements required to plug any gaps created by leaving Euratom.
A review of the Ionising Radiation (Basic Safety Standards) (Miscellaneous Provisions) Regulations 2018 (IRR (BSSD) 2018) was
also undertaken to address any deficiencies.
Long-term supplies of nuclear fuel
Since first becoming a member of Euratom in the early 1970s, the UK had participated in cooperation agreements with multiple
nations that guaranteed a secure supply chain of nuclear fuel for UK producers.
With approximately 20% of the UK’s energy supply coming from nuclear power, and no domestic sources of nuclear fuel, it is now
focused on forging new relationships to guarantee uninterrupted access in the longer-term.
Following the passing of the Nuclear Safeguards Act 2018, the UK government has rolled over agreements with Australia, the USA
and Canada, as well as the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), to ensure access to a continued supply of nuclear material
for electricity generation and medical use.
Impacts for nuclear medicine
The decision to leave Euratom brought with it the risk of destabilising the highly time-sensitive supply chains that are heavily relied
upon by those working in nuclear medicine.
According to the lobby group Scientists for EU, around 80% of medical isotopes used in the UK are imported from the EU, with
approximately 1 million patients relying on their use each year in the treatment of cancers, neurological diseases, palliative treatments
and cardiovascular imaging.
The lifespan of radioisotopes is extremely short (often just a matter of days or, in some cases, even hours) and for this reason it is
impossible for them to be stockpiled.
As the UK does not currently possess the necessary reactor technology necessary to
produce these isotopes, there has always been a sizeable dependence on ensuring a
continuous supply from external sources.
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According to the Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC), plans for importing medical isotopes post-Euratom have focused
on end-to-end logistics which aims to add certainty when it comes to the continued on-time delivery of vital radiological medicines.
Research and training opportunities
Euratom’s research and training programmes have offered a valuable contribution to the nuclear industry's understanding of safety,
the management of radioactive wastes and the development of medical applications of radiation.
For the UK, there has been the benefit of being able to participate in world-leading fusion activities such as the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) project.
In December 2020 the Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) confirmed that, following the conclusion of
the Brexit transition period, the UK had reached an agreement with the EU and Euratom which would enable it to continue to
participate in the Euratom Research and Training Programme, Fusion for Energy and the ITER project.
While the latest developments regarding the UK's exit from Euratom will no doubt have provided some welcome clarification for the
nuclear sector, there is still much to come to grips with, particularly when it comes to addressing the new nuclear landscape from a
practical standpoint.
Steven Pike is Founder and Managing Director of Argon Electronics, a world leader in the development and
manufacture of Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) and hazardous material (HazMat) detector
simulators.

IAEA Warns on North Korea and Iran
Source: http://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20210608-iaea-warns-on-north-korea-and-iran
June 08 – International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) General Director Rafael Grossi on Monday issued dire warnings while
delivering remarks at the UN watchdog’s quarterly meeting of its 35-nation Board of Governors.
Grossi reported that the agency, which has been shut out of North Korea since Pyongyang expelled inspectors in 2009, has seen
indications that the country may be reprocessing spent fuel in order to glean plutonium that can in turn be enriched for use in
nuclear weapons.
Pyongyang has continued to pursue its nuclear ambitions since that time and detonated its last nuclear device in 2017.
The IAEA has been forced to resort to satellite imagery to make its assessments of the North Korean nuclear program but Grossi
says it has observed steam at a reprocessing lab: “The steam plant that serves the Radiochemical Laboratory has continued to
operate since my last statement to the board in March. The duration of this operation is consistent with the time required for a
reprocessing campaign.” He emphasized that it is “not possible to confirm that reprocessing is taking place.”
Grossi confirmed that the IAEA believes North Korea shut down its Yongbyon reactor — thought to have produced plutonium for
weapons — back in December 2018, but he cautioned that the IAEA has seen “ongoing indications of activity” at Kangson, just
outside the capital Pyongyang.
An issue of trust with Iran
In Monday’s meeting, Grossi also said that work with the Islamic Republic of Iran was “becoming increasingly difficult.” He referred
specifically to an insufficient temporary workaround between IAEA inspectors and the Iranian government that provided a threemonth temporary inspection agreement for the agency despite Tehran having greatly reduced access to its nuclear sites
since February.
Of the current agreement, which ends on June 24, Grossi said, “I can see this space narrowing.” Speaking of speculation that the
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action or JCPOA — better known as the Iran nuclear deal — could still be revived after the US withdrew
from it in 2018 and reinstated harsh sanctions, Grossi said he hoped current talks would not lead to a further curtailment of
inspections, “We cannot limit and continue to curtail the ability of the inspectors to inspect and at the same time pretend that there
is trust.”
In retaliation for the US withdrawal and the reimposition of sanctions, Iran has been ignoring limits on its nuclear activities as stipulated
in the agreement.
Grossi also spoke of the IAEA’s a long-running attempts to clarify the role of several undeclared Iranian sites where nuclear
activity may have taken place, mostly in the early 2000s. Though “technical discussions”
were launched in April in an effort to “break the impasse” over the sites, Grossi said the
IAEA’s “expectations were not met.”
Diplomats in Vienna, where the IAEA is based, are hoping to conclude talks on reviving the
2015 JCPOA deal, which began in April, before Iran’s presidential election on June 18.
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The watchdog told governors, “For me the road to trust goes through information, clarification, inspections and full transparency,” he
added. He underscored the “seriousness” of the situation, explaining, “We have a country that has a very developed and ambitious
nuclear program which is enriching at very high levels … very close to weapons grade.”

Teledyne FLIR Announces DHS CWMD Purchase of New identiFINDER R700
Backpack Radiation Detector
Source:
https://www.hstoday.us/industry/industry-news/teledyne-flir-announces-dhs-cwmd-purchase-of-new-identifinder-r700backpack-radiation-detector/
June 02 – Teledyne FLIR, part of Teledyne Technologies Incorporated (NYSE:TDY), today announced the launch of the
identiFINDER® R700 Backpack Radiation Detector, an advanced mobile system that offers unparalleled capability for broad-area
radiological monitoring missions. The company also announced that the U.S. Department of Homeland Security has placed the first
order for the device as part of its Helium-3
Alternative Implementation Backpack
Program (HAIBP). Programmed out of the
Counter Weapons of Mass Destruction
office, the $6.5 million award spans nine
months of product deliveries.
Building on the technology of the awardwinning identiFINDER R440, the R700
offers increased sensitivity and speed for
identifying radioactive threats using
advanced spectroscopic algorithm and
detection techniques. The R700’s flexible
and portable design allows users to
configure the system as either a backpack or
a stationary device, enabling mission sets
from wide area searches to temporary
checkpoints.
“The identiFINDER R700 gives public safety
agencies a powerful new tool with
unmatched capabilities to screen large areas
for radiation quickly,” said Dr. David Cullin,
VP for Detection Systems at Teledyne FLIR.
“With its connected mobile phone app and
low-profile backpack, radiation threats can
be detected, identified and tracked discreetly
at mass gatherings, transportation hubs, or
public events.
“Teledyne is proud to partner with the
Department of Homeland Security to help it
bring a higher level of performance and coverage to those who protect lives and livelihoods by serving as America’s first line of
defense,” Cullin added.
The identiFINDER R700 is the most sensitive radiation detection system in the company’s line-up. When coupled with Teledyne
FLIR’s other best-selling Radionuclide Identification Devices (RIDs) or Spectroscopic Personal Radiation Detectors (SPRDs),
organizations will have a comprehensive person-borne radiation screening system that can provide personal protection, point
detection, and wide-area screening.
As with all Teledyne FLIR radiation detection systems, the R700 provides the capability to do so in real-time and on-demand. The
instrument can be monitored and controlled remotely using the mobile phone
application. Built in wireless communications and a robust API also allow integration with
user-deployed networks.
Teledyne FLIR began shipments for the HAIBP program in May. The R700 will be made
available to other customers starting in Q3-2021.
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Researchers Look at Nuclear Weapon Effects for Near-Surface Detonations
Source:
http://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20210609-researchers-look-at-nuclear-weapon-effects-for-nearsurfacedetonations
09 – A Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) team has taken a closer look at how nuclear weapon blasts close to the
Earth’s surface create complications in their effects and apparent yields. Attempts to correlate data from events with low heights of
burst revealed a need to improve the theoretical treatment of strong blast waves rebounding from hard surfaces.
This led to an extension of the fundamental theory of strong shocks in the atmosphere, which was first developed by G.I. Taylor in
the 1940s. The work represents an improvement to the Lab team’s basic understanding of nuclear weapon effects for near-surface
detonations. The results indicate that the shock wave produced by a nuclear detonation continues to follow a fundamental scaling
law when reflected from a surface, which enables the team to more accurately predict the damage a detonation will produce in a
variety of situations, including urban environments.

This graphic displays the nondimensional pressure from two different simulations, one at a height of burst of 10 meters and the
other at a height of burst of 1 kilometer.

The findings, featured in Proceedings A of the Royal Society Publishing, are authored by Andy Cook, Joe Bauer and Greg Spriggs.
The work, “The Reflection of a Blast Wave by a Very Intense Explosion,” also is highlighted on the cover of the publication.
The paper demonstrates that the geometric similarity of Taylor’s blast wave persists beyond reflection from an ideal surface. Upon
impacting the surface, the spherical symmetry of the blast wave is lost but its cylindrical symmetry endures. The preservation of
axisymmetry, geometric similarity and planar symmetry in the presence of a mirror-like surface causes all flow solutions to collapse
when scaled by the height of burst (HOB) and the shock arrival time at the surface. The scaled blast volume for any yield, HOB and
ambient air density follows a single universal trajectory for all scaled time, both before and after reflection.
The team used the Miranda code and the Ruby supercomputer to compare theory against numerical simulations, and verified that
Miranda reproduces Taylor’s similarity solution for a strong blast wave in an ideal atmosphere.
“Before gathering data and collecting results, we performed convergence studies by refining the grid until the answer did not change,”
Cook said. “Then we performed a series of simulations at the converged resolution for
different nuclear yields, heights of burst and ambient air densities. We found that the scaled
blast volume in each case fell onto the same nondimensional curve. The simulations covered
scales from a few millimeters to several kilometers. The largest simulations utilized 3,136
processors and ran for a week.”
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The Strategic Consequence Assessment (SCA) air blast team uses the Miranda code to simulate nuclear blasts in non-ideal
environments. “Non-ideal air blast” refers to anything more complicated than the Nevada desert, for example, blasts over
mountainous terrain or over water or in the presence of rain or snow. These environments change the blast wave in operationally
significant ways, which need to be characterized through accurate simulations. High-fidelity blast simulations enable weapons
designers to assess the effectiveness of particular designs for specific scenarios.
The team said that understanding nuclear weapon blasts close to the Earth’s surface is important to the nation.
“Having the capability to accurately predict the damage of a high-yield device in a wide array of cases, urban settings in particular,
is of paramount interest to our national security,” Spriggs said. “This information enables us to pre-compute damage and guide
emergency response personnel in the event that the United States is attacked or in case of a catastrophic accident, such as the
recent Beirut explosion.”
The research spawned from decades of data collected by the “Film Scanning and Re-analysis Project,” hosted by the Lab’s Design
Physics Division within the Weapons and Complex Integration Directorate at LLNL, with Spriggs serving as principal investigator.
The work also has been supported by the LLNL’s Laboratory Directed Research and Development Program and by the National
Nuclear Security Administration’s Mission Effectiveness Program.
“The more we know about the effects of nuclear detonations in different environments, the better prepared we will be to respond,”
Spriggs said. “These new results lay the foundation for a more accurate and complete theory for nuclear blasts interacting with the
environment. Numerous other effects, gleaned from the old atmospheric test films, have yet to be explained.”

Radiation Detection Technology May Be New Weapon Against WMD
Source: https://news.utdallas.edu/science-technology/neutron-radiation-detection-2021/
June 11 – University of Texas at Dallas researchers have developed a cheaper and more accurate portable technology to detect
neutron radiation, which can indicate the presence of materials used for weapons of mass destruction (WMD). The technology can
also be used in radiation therapy.
Manufacturing costs for the new material is 100 to 1,000 times less
expensive than current radiation detectors. The technology is based
on a thin film that allows for smaller, lighter and efficient sensors. By
making these neutron sensors more affordable, they can be used in
new ways, such as in networks in airports or in tunnels leading into
a large city to detect smuggled special nuclear material, which is
radioactive material that can be used to make WMD, said Dr.
Manuel Quevedo, professor and department head of materials
science and engineering (MSE) in the Erik Jonsson School of
Engineering and Computer Science.
“The goal is to make it nearly impossible to move special nuclear
materials without being detected,” Quevedo said. “For example, if
there’s a car loaded with radioactive material, you could detect it
and actively track the vehicle motion.”
The researchers’ work was featured on the back cover of the Dec.
9, 2020, issue of Advanced Materials Technologies.

The discovery is the result of several years of research funded by
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, the Department of
Homeland Security, the National Science Foundation and Texas
Instruments Inc.
Quevedo has been awarded six patents related to the technology,
and he and researchers in his Flexible and Large Area
Nanoelectronics
(FLAN)
laboratory
published
several recent studies on this work, including one published online March 12 in ACS Applied
Electronic Materials and another Dec. 9, 2020, in the print edition of Advanced Materials
Technologies that demonstrated that the technology can detect neutrons.
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Current portable radiation detectors are fragile, bulky and expensive. The UT Dallas researchers’ patented technology involves a
thin film based on perovskite materials. The film measures as thin as 8 micrometers, the size of a strand of spider silk.
Radiation from neutrons is one of the most difficult types of radiation to detect because neutrons have no electrical charge, Quevedo
said.
Smaller, lighter and less-expensive neutron radiation detectors have a range of potential applications that go beyond national
security, for instance, in health and consumer protection applications. Quevedo said the devices could detect radioactive waste
material from oil and gas drilling, which can come from drilling through rocks that contain natural radioactivity. It also could measure
radiation exposure in hospital settings and detect radiation in contaminated scrap metal.
The technology will be tested at five airports in Mexico, Quevedo said. The locations are currently being finalized.
Quevedo’s research team includes current and former students and postdoctoral researchers. Co-authors of the ACS Applied
Electronic Materials and Advanced Materials Technologies studies include FLAN lab postdoctoral researchers Dr. Martin Gregorio
Reyes-Banda and Dr. Leunam Fernández-Izquierdo; MSE researchers Siddartha Srinivasan Nandagopala Krishnan PhD’20 and Dr.
Jesus Alfonso Caraveo-Frescas; and Dr. Xavier Mathew, former visiting research scientist and professor at the Institute of Renewable
Energy (IRE) at the National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM).
Additional researchers on the Advanced Materials Technologies study include Dr. Iker Rodrigo Chavez-Urbiola, former postdoctoral
researcher now at the Center for Engineering and Industrial Development in Mexico; Lidia El Bouanani PhD’20, a research scientist
and engineer at Qorvo Inc.; Joseph Chang PhD’20; Dr. Carlos Avila-Avendano, an MSE research assistant; Nini Rose Mathews,
former visiting research scientist and professor at IRE at UNAM; and Maria Isabel Pintor-Monroy PhD’19, now at Interuniversity
Microelectronics Centre (IMEC) in Belgium.

Online nuke simulators
Visual perspective of the consequences of the detonation of a nuclear weapon
Source 1: https://nuclearsecrecy.com/nukemap/
Source 2: https://outrider.org/nuclear-weapons/interactive/bomb-blast/

North Korea could have 40 to 50 nuclear weapons, think tank says
Source: https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2021/06/14/nkorea-North-Korea-SIPRI-report-2021/2771623674435/
The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
estimates that Pyongyang has anywhere from 40 to 50
nuclear weapons. File Photo by KCNA/UPI

June 14 (UPI) -- North Korea continues to develop
weapons of mass destruction and the regime is
believed to have increased its nuclear arsenal,
according to a Swedish think tank.
The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
said in an annual report published Monday that
Pyongyang is one of nine nuclear-armed states in the
world -- a group that includes the United States
Russia, Pakistan and Israel.
North Korea has stayed away from nuclear weapons
tests since 2017 and did not test-launch long-range
ballistic missiles in 2020, the report said.
But the regime "continued production of fissile material and development of short and long-range ballistic missiles" away from the
public eye, the institute said.
The think tank estimates that Pyongyang currently has in possession anywhere from 40 to 50 nuclear weapons, up from
last year, when the country was believed to have stockpiled 30 to 40 warheads.
It said its estimates are based on the number of warheads that North Korea could "potentially
build" with the fissile material available.
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"There is no publicly available evidence that North Korea has produced an operational nuclear warhead for delivery by an
intercontinental-range ballistic missile," the institute said. "But it might have a small number of warheads for medium-range ballistic
missiles."
The report said that the figures for North Korea are "highly uncertain" and are not included in its final tally of 13,080 weapons globally.
The advisory comes a week after International Atomic Energy Agency Director General Rafael Grossi said a suspected uranium
enrichment site in North Korea appears to be active.
Analysts previously have said the Kangson facility in Chollima-guyok, outside Pyongyang, is designed to produce Uranium-235,

which can go toward manufacturing nuclear weapons.
Grossi also said that there are no indications of activity at the 5-megawatt nuclear reactor in Yongbyon.

Use of Radioactive Materials in Commercial Applications Has Increased
Source: http://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20210615-use-of-radioactive-materials-in-commercial-applications-has-increased

June 15 – The use of high-risk radioactive materials in medical, research, and commercial applications has increased by about 30
percent in the U.S. in the last 12 years, and the government should improve security, tracking, and accountability to reduce health
and security risks — while also supporting the development of nonradioactive alternatives to replace them — says a new report from
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. Radioactive Sources: Applications and Alternative Technologies
says the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) system for categorizing and regulating these radioactive materials fails to
adequately protect society, and should be overhauled to take into account the long-term health impacts and socio-economic effects
of possible misuse or malicious use — such as a “dirty bomb” scenario.
Radioactive materials are used commercially in a wide range of applications, such as treating blood before transfusion, sterilizing
medical devices, treating cancer, exploring geological formations, and finding oil and gas deposits. The responsibility of securing
these materials falls to the universities, hospitals, and commercial facilities that use them. If these materials are mishandled, or if
they are used maliciously, they have the potential to cause billions of dollars of damage in economic impact, cleanup, and loss of
access to affected areas — even if only small amounts of the material are involved.
A previous National Academies report on commercial applications of radiological materials
published in 2008 called on the government to accelerate replacement of cesium chloride —
a material of greater concern than other radiological sources — because it was widely used,
soluble, and dispersible, and therefore at risk of being used in terrorism. The new report
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published today finds some progress has been made since 2008 in replacing cesium irradiators with X-ray technology for blood
treatment and research. However, no progress has been made in replacing cesium chloride from applications such as calibration
systems used for radiation monitoring equipment.
“It is clear that more work needs to be done to encourage and support universities, hospitals, and industry to voluntarily replace their
radioactive materials with safer alternatives,” said Thomas Kroc, chair of the committee that wrote the report, and applications
physicist at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. “Our recommendations call for enhancing security and accountability around
these sources until replacements come to market, which for certain applications could take a decade or more.”
Categorizing Radioactive Sources by Risk
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) categorization system used by NRC places radioactive materials into five categories
based on risk to human health. Category 1 materials have the highest potential to immediately harm human health, leading to the
death or permanent injury of individuals who are exposed. Most commercial applications fall into Categories 1 - 3. The report says
the current categorization system fails to provide an adequate level of protection to society because it does not take into account the
long-term health risks of radiation exposure — or the severe societal and economic impacts of these materials’ use in a dirty bomb
— but instead focuses only on the immediate consequences of exposure. Only Category 1 and Category 2 materials are currently
subject to enhanced security measures and tracked by the NRC.
IAEA and NRC should reframe categorization to reflect the potential health, economic, and social impacts of these materials and to
describe their overall risk more holistically. The NRC should also start tracking Category 3 sources to increase accountability and
better enable informed security decisions, says the report.
Adopting Alternatives
To facilitate adoption of alternative technologies, the report recommends:
❖ The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) should prioritize funding for research and development projects that aim to
develop alternatives where there are currently no acceptable nonradioisotopic technologies.
❖ NNSA should engage with federal partners such as the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, the National Science
Foundation (NSF), and the Food and Drug Administration to support equivalency studies for researchers who are considering
replacing their cesium or cobalt research irradiators with alternative technologies.
❖ NNSA should engage with other offices within the U.S. Department of Energy, NSF, and professional societies to support
equivalency studies for oil and gas well logging and industrial radiography service providers that are considering replacing their
radioactive sources and adopting an alternative technology.
❖ The National Institute of Standards and Technology should engage immediately with the research community as well as federal,
industry, and international partners to initiate research on alternatives to cesium chloride for calibration applications, to prepare
for the possible future elimination of its use.
The report also contains a detailed table outlining the committee’s findings about available alternatives, replacement challenges,
adoption trends, and promising areas of research and development for each radioactive source.
Replacement in Low- and Middle-Income Countries
The report says efforts by the U.S. government and other national and international organizations to reduce high-activity radioactive
sources in low- and middle-income countries should be driven by the local resources, infrastructure, and needs. Efforts to replace
radiation cancer therapies in low- and middle-income countries has sometimes had unintended negative effects on patient care, for
example, if replacements require training for medical professionals that is unavailable or resources like electricity that are not always
reliable. In situations in which local resources and infrastructure cannot support alternatives, the report says, efforts should instead
focus on enhancing security and assisting with infrastructure building.
“This assistance could represent a major contribution to international efforts and specifically provide benefits to low- and middleincome nations,” added Kroc.

Which PPE for working in nuclear power plants?
By Pr. FNR Renaud
Source: https://www.ouvry.com/en/which-ppe-for-working-in-nuclear-power-plants/
Apr 16 – When we talk about a nuclear power plant, we immediately think of ionizing radiation
emitted by radioactive products. The radioactive source is external to the body and the
exposure is said to be “external”: this phenomenon is called irradiation. But radioelements in
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the form of particles can enter the body and produce an exposure called “internal”: this is called contamination.
The different types of radiation
We can differentiate:
• ionizing radiation, which is electromagnetic radiation (light) of short wavelength and high energy, g rays (gamma rays) or X
rays. They travel several hundred meters through the air and only a thick layer of concrete or lead can stop them. They are
the most dangerous.
• particles such as – a-rays (alpha) made of 2 protons and 2 neutrons (a helium atom), not very penetrating, they do not travel
more than 6 cm in the air, – b-rays (beta), made of electrons,
they are identical to the cathode ray of the television and
travel only a few meters in the air, they are stopped by a sheet
of aluminum,
• neutrons.
Exposure
Irradiation
Exposure to radiation is called irradiation. The source of radiation is
not necessarily in contact with the individual. Irradiation ceases when
the source is turned off or moved away. This is the case for medical
imaging or radiotherapy. The impact depends on the dose received
and the extent of the area concerned. In case of high radiation, skin
burns appear, vomiting and bone marrow damage leading to the
collapse of the immune system.
Contamination
It is the result of the incorporation and retention of a radionuclide inside the body. This contamination can be external by deposition
of the radioactive substance on surfaces and/or the skin, or internal, most frequently by inhalation or ingestion. The incorporated
radionuclide is transported to various organs such as the bone marrow or the thyroid gland, where it continues to emit its radiation
until it is eliminated or decayed.
Physiological effects
The ionization caused by radiation acts mainly on the DNA of cell nuclei. When the DNA repair systems are overwhelmed, the cell
dies. Otherwise, mutations may appear, allowing abnormal cells to proliferate, causing cancer or leukemia. Certain organs such as
the gonads are very sensitive and a reduction in fertility can occur. The nature of the radiation is also important, for example, within
the body, alpha rays are 20 times more toxic than gamma photons at the same energy level.
Maintenance and/or deconstruction of nuclear power plants
The risks
It is obvious that exposure to ionizing radiation is the greatest danger when working with radioactive substances. However, in a
nuclear power plant, maintenance work must be carried out constantly. In addition to maintenance operations, decommissioning
operations of the plants are underway (currently, 9 nuclear reactors are being dismantled in France and 14 reactors will be shut down
by 2035).
Whether for maintenance or dismantling, these operations involve risks such as
– inhalation of radioactive dust, with consequences in terms of internal irradiation
– inhalation of silica particles or even asbestos, especially in the case of deconstruction
– exposure to liquid or vaporous chemicals such as sulfuric and nitric acids, or sodium hydroxide;
– exposure to water or other products contaminated by radioactivity.
We are therefore in a situation of risks combining radioactivity, liquid and vapor chemicals and asbestos for which the wearing of
personal protective equipment is mandatory.
Traditional PPE
Of course, the current suits do not have any action against ionizing rays per se, but they are
intended to protect against the risks of radioactive contamination and chemical products.
They must cover the entire body, including the head, and must be complemented by
respiratory protection.
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The suits traditionally used are waterproof suits with anti-particulate function and/or protection against liquid splashes only. Moreover,
they do not protect against vapors and aerosols. They are too hot to wear and do not allow for long periods of work on site. They can
only be used in low risk conditions.
In more risky situations, suits are used. They provide effective protection against dust, asbestos-type particles and radioactive
particles, but they have the major disadvantage of taking up too much space and/or the logistics of connecting them, which makes it
impossible to use them in confined spaces.
Using a airtight suit may seem intellectually appealing but it has a number of disadvantages including major discomfort, especially in
hot weather, due to very poor thermal regulation, as perspiration remains
trapped inside the garment. The problem is solved when the garment is
made of an air-permeable material that allows water vapor to pass from the
inside to the outside. A layer of activated carbon traps toxic vapors from
the outside, while the water-repellent effect of the outer fabric prevents
cross-contamination reactions.
The notion of pumping effect is also very important: in the case of a
completely
airtight suit, the movements of the textile when the wearer moves, necessarily
involve the
entry of air at the interfaces, the toxic substances being then distributed
under the
surface of clothing. In the case of air-permeable textiles, movement also
causes air to
enter the garment, but this time the air penetrates the entire
surface and
not just the interfaces as a result of overpressure at a given
point. If
any toxic product has penetrated, it is immediately recaptured
by the activated carbons of the filtering lining.
Vapor phase penetration levels: left figure, no penetration of the colored marker in the case of Polynuc, right important penetration
in the case of a plastic coating.
The Polynuc suit from Ouvry®.
Labelled by the Nuclear Valley competitiveness cluster, Ouvry has developed this “Polynuc” suit. The material used is a complex
designed to block external liquid
and particulate penetration
thanks to the outer fabric, and
vapors and aerosols thanks to
the filtering media, while allowing
internal flows (sweat, heat, etc.)
to pass.
In addition, it is environmentally
friendly thanks to a technological
brick on the fluorine-free or
limited content textile primers, to
meet the constraints of
halogenated
waste
management. Because it is worn
longer, it requires far fewer
changes among operators. Add
to this the fact that the suit is
washable and you can imagine
the advantages of such PPE.
Conclusion
This outfit alone is effective against the various hazards present in nuclear power plants. It
protects against liquids, vapors, aerosols, particles, while allowing a comfortable work
without thermal stress. It is washable, environmentally friendly when destroyed and allows
for better staff turnover.
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Iran's Bushehr Nuclear Power Plant Shut Down Temporarily After "Technical
Fault"
Source: https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/irans-bushehr-nuclear-power-plant-shut-down-after-technical-fault-2468649
June 21 – Iran's southern Bushehr nuclear power plant has been temporarily shut down over a "technical
fault", the country's atomic energy body said in a statement.
"Following a technical fault at Bushehr power plant, and after a one-day notice to the energy ministry, the plant was temporarily shut
down and taken off the power
grid," the Atomic Energy
Organization of Iran said on its
website around Sunday midnight.
The statement said the plant will
be reconnected to the grid and
the issue will be resolved "in a
few days", but did not elaborate
further.
Iran's
national
electricity
company had in a statement on
Sunday called on Iranians to
minimise consumption during
peak hours due to a "predicted
rise in temperature" and
"limitations in power generation
due to ongoing repairs at (the)
Bushehr plant". The company
said that the repairs may
continue until the end of the week, which is Friday in Iran.
The Bushehr plant, which produces 1,000 megawatts of power, was completed by Russia after years of delay and officially handed
over in September 2013.

In 2016, Russian and Iranian firms began building two additional 1,000-megawatt reactors
at Bushehr. Their construction was expected to take 10 years.
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Iran's Gulf Arab neighbors have often raised concerns about the reliability of the Bushehr facility and the risk of radioactive leaks in
the event of a major earthquake.
In April, Bushehr province was shaken by a 5.9-magnitude earthquake, leaving five people injured but causing "no damage" to the
nuclear complex, according to authorities.
Iran started rolling blackouts in May after Tehran and several other cities were hit by unannounced power cuts that sparked
complaints from consumers and an apology from the energy minister.
The shortages were blamed on heat, drought impacting hydropower generation, and surging electricity demand blamed in part on
crypto-currency mining.
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The Civilian Toll of Explosives, 2011-2020
Source: http://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20210525-the-civilian-toll-of-explosives-20112020
May 25 – In a new report, just published by Action on Armed Violence presents the findings from 10-years’ worth of its data (2011 –
2020) collected as part of AOAV’s Explosive Violence Monitoring Project (EVMP). For the last decade, the EVMP has tracked the
impact of explosive weapon use worldwide as reported in global Englishlanguage media.
Since the monitor began, AOAV has recorded the suffering caused across the
globe by both manufactured and improvised weapons. AOVA says it calls on
states and other users to commit politically to stop using explosive weapons
with wide area effects in populated areas. The harm recorded over the last
ten years and reflected in this report illustrates the stark urgency needed for
a political declaration detailing such a commitment.
Overview
⚫ When explosive weapons were used in populated areas, 91% of those
killed and injured were civilians. This compares to 25% in other
areas.
⚫ In total, 238,892 civilians were killed and injured in populated areas over
a decade.
⚫ AOAV recorded 357,370 deaths and injuries by explosive weapons in
28,879 incidents in the last ten years. Of these, 262,413 were civilians –
73%.
⚫ In total, 155,118 people were killed (of which 92,588 were civilians), and
202,252 were injured (of which 169,825 were civilians) by explosive
weapons globally.
⚫ Civilian deaths and injuries in populated areas represented 91% of all
reported civilian deaths and injuries.
⚫ Manufactured explosive weapons accounted for at least 123,485 civilian
casualties (47%). While improvised explosive devices (IEDs) accounted for at least 135,800 civilian
casualties (52%). (A further 3,128 civilian casualties were caused by incidents using both improvised
and manufactures explosive weapon types.)
⚫ Air-launched explosive weapons were responsible for 23% of all civilian deaths and injuries.
⚫ Ground-launched explosive weapons were responsible for 21%. The remaining 4% were caused by incidents using multiples
types of explosive weapons (3%), mines (<1%), naval-launched explosives (<1%) and those recorded with an unclear launch
method (<1%).
⚫ Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan and Yemen saw the highest number of civilian deaths and injuries in the last decade with
77,534, 56,316, 28,424, 20,719 and 16,645 civilian casualties respectively.
⚫ Nine countries and territories saw over 5,000 civilian deaths and injuries in the last decade.
⚫ Incidents were recorded in 123 countries and territories around the world in the ten years.

25,000 people evacuated after discovery of massive World War II bomb in
Frankfurt
Source: https://www.thejournal.ie/thousands-evacuated-world-war-ii-bomb-frankfurt-5442138-May2021/
May 19 – Thousands of people have been evacuated from a neighbourhood of Germany’s financial capital Frankfurt following the
discovery of a massive World War II bomb.
City authorities said 25,000 people were evacuated from the densely populated Nordend
area after the 500 kilogramme bomb was unearthed during construction work.
Bomb disposal teams are due to detonate the explosive once they cover it with soil, the
authorities said.
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People sheltering at a skating rink expressed concern about the latest discovery
of a World War II bomb, which still occurs regularly 76 years after the war’s end.
Tobias, 29, said he heard the news over a police loudspeaker.
With his pet cat in a cage, he confessed he felt a “bit of stress” when he was
ordered to leave his home immediately.
Barbara, 77, said she heard it the radio.
“It was a bit of a shock, we don’t expect that,” she told AFP, adding she wanted
to return home as soon as possible.
Germany is littered with unexploded World War II ordinance that is often found
on work sites.
Seven bombs were defused in 2020 on land near Berlin where Tesla plans to
build its first factory in Europe for electric cars.
Other bombs were also discovered last year in Frankfurt, Cologne, and
Dortmund.
In 2017, the discovery in Frankfurt of a 1.4 tonne bomb led to the removal
of 65,000 people, the biggest such evacuation in Europe since 1945.

Saudi project clears 3,154 mines in Yemen
Source: https://www.arabnews.com/node/1861496/saudi-arabia
May 20 – The Saudi Project for Landmine Clearance (Masam) dismantled 3,154 mines in Yemen during the second week of May,
the Saudi Press Agency reported.
They comprised 122 antipersonnel
mines, 2,720 anti-tank mines and 312
unexploded ordnances.
Masam is one of several initiatives
undertaken by Saudi Arabia at the
directive of King Salman to help ease
the suffering of the Yemeni people.
It is implemented by Saudi cadres and
international experts with the goal of
removing mines planted by Iranbacked Houthi militias in various
Yemeni regions, especially Marib,
Aden, Al-Jawf, Shabwa, Taiz,
Hodeidah, Lahij, Sanaa, Al-Bayda, AlDhale and Saada.

A total of 246,866 mines have been extracted since
the start of the project. More than 1.1 million mines
have been planted by the Houthis, claiming
hundreds of civilian lives.
Masam has 32 demining teams that aim to dismantle
mines in Yemen to protect civilians and ensure that
urgent humanitarian supplies are delivered safely.
It trains local demining engineers, supplies them with
modern equipment and helps mine victims.
In 2020, Masam’s contract was extended for one
year at a cost of $30 million.
Earlier, the director of Yemen’s National Mine Action
Program thanked Saudi Arabia for clearing mines in Yemen.
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The Colonial pipeline ransomware hackers had a secret weapon: self-promoting
cybersecurity firms
Source: https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/05/24/1025195/colonial-pipeline-ransomware-bitdefender/

May 24 – On January 11, antivirus company Bitdefender said it was “happy to announce” a startling breakthrough. It had found a
flaw in the ransomware that a gang known as DarkSide was using to freeze computer networks of dozens of businesses in the US
and Europe. Companies facing demands from DarkSide could download a free tool from Bitdefender and avoid paying millions of
dollars in ransom to the hackers.
But Bitdefender wasn’t the first to identify this flaw. Two other researchers, Fabian Wosar and Michael Gillespie, had noticed it the
month before and had begun discreetly looking for victims to help. By publicizing its tool, Bitdefender alerted DarkSide to the lapse,
which involved reusing the same digital keys to lock and unlock multiple victims. The next day, DarkSide declared that it had repaired
the problem, and that “new companies have nothing to hope for.”
“Special thanks to BitDefender for helping fix our issues,” DarkSide said. “This will make us even better.”
DarkSide soon proved it wasn’t bluffing, unleashing a string of attacks. This month, it paralyzed the Colonial Pipeline Co., prompting
a shutdown of the 5,500-mile pipeline that carries 45% of the fuel used on the East Coast—quickly followed by a rise in gasoline
prices, panic buying of gas across the Southeast, and closures of thousands of gas stations. Absent Bitdefender’s announcement,
it’s possible that the crisis might have been contained, and that Colonial might have quietly restored its system with Wosar and
Gillespie’s decryption tool.
Instead, Colonial paid DarkSide $4.4 million in Bitcoin for a key to unlock its files. “I will admit that I wasn’t comfortable seeing money
go out the door to people like this,” CEO Joseph Blount told the Wall Street Journal.
The missed opportunity was part of a broader pattern of botched or half-hearted responses to the growing menace of ransomware,
which during the pandemic has disabled businesses, schools, hospitals, and government agencies across the country. The incident
also shows how antivirus companies eager to make a name for themselves sometimes
violate one of the cardinal rules of the cat-and-mouse game of cyberwarfare: Don’t let your
opponents know what you’ve figured out. During World War II, when the British secret
service learned from decrypted communications that the Gestapo was planning to abduct
and murder a valuable double agent, Johnny Jebsen, his handler wasn’t allowed to warn him
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for fear of cluing in the enemy that its cipher had been cracked. Today, ransomware hunters like Wosar and Gillespie try to prolong
the attackers’ ignorance, even at the cost of contacting fewer victims. Sooner or later, as payments drop off, the cybercriminals
realize that something has gone wrong.
Whether to tout a decryption tool is a “calculated decision,” said Rob McLeod, senior director of the threat response unit for
cybersecurity firm eSentire. From the marketing perspective, “You are singing that song from the rooftops about how you have come
up with a security solution that will decrypt a victim’s data. And then the security researcher angle says, ‘Don’t disclose any information
here. Keep the ransomware bugs that we’ve found that allow us to decode the data secret, so as not to notify the threat actors.’”

In a post on the dark web, DarkSide thanked Bitdefender for identifying a flaw in the gang’s ransomware. (Highlight added by
ProPublica.)

Wosar said that publicly releasing tools, as Bitdefender did, has become riskier as ransoms have soared and the gangs have grown
wealthier and more technically adept. In the early days of ransomware, when hackers froze home computers for a few hundred
dollars, they often couldn’t determine how their code was broken unless the flaw was specifically pointed out to them.
Today, the creators of ransomware “have access to reverse engineers and penetration testers who are very very capable,” he said.
“That’s how they gain entrance to these oftentimes highly secured networks in the first place. They download the decryptor, they
disassemble it, they reverse-engineer it, and they figure out exactly why we were able to decrypt their files. And 24 hours later, the
whole thing is fixed. Bitdefender should have known better.”
Moscow’s blind eye toward cybercriminals has made escalating attacks inevitable, say experts. But changing the approach is easier
said than done.
It wasn’t the first time Bitdefender trumpeted a solution that Wosar or Gillespie had beaten it to. Gillespie had broken the code of a
ransomware strain called GoGoogle, and was helping victims without any fanfare, when Bitdefender released a decryption tool in
May 2020. Other companies have also announced breakthroughs publicly, Wosar and Gillespie said.
“People are desperate for a news mention, and big security companies don’t care about victims,” Wosar said.
Bogdan Botezatu, director of threat research at Bucharest, Romania–based Bitdefender, said the company wasn’t aware of the
earlier success in unlocking files infected by DarkSide.
Regardless, he said, Bitdefender decided to publish its tool “because most victims who fall for ransomware do not have the right
connection with ransomware support groups and won’t know where to ask for help unless they can learn about the existence of tools
from media reports or with a simple search.”
Bitdefender has provided free technical support to more than a dozen DarkSide victims, and
“we believe many others have successfully used the tool without our intervention,” Botezatu
said. Over the years, Bitdefender has helped individuals and businesses avoid paying more
than $100 million in ransom, he said.
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Bitdefender recognized that DarkSide might correct the flaw, Botezatu said: “We are well aware that attackers are agile and adapt to
our decryptors.” But DarkSide might have “spotted the issue” anyway. “We don’t believe in ransomware decryptors made silently
available. Attackers will learn about their existence by impersonating home users or companies in need, while the vast majority of
victims will have no idea that they can get their data back for free.”
The attack on Colonial Pipeline, and the ensuing chaos at the gas pumps throughout the Southeast, appears to have spurred the
federal government to be more vigilant. President Joe Biden issued an executive order to improve cybersecurity and create a blueprint
for a federal response to cyberattacks. DarkSide said it was shutting down under US pressure, although ransomware crews have
often disbanded to avoid scrutiny and then re-formed under new names, or their members have launched or joined other groups.
“As sophisticated as they are, these guys will pop up again, and they’ll be that much smarter,” said Aaron Tantleff, a Chicago
cybersecurity attorney who has consulted with 10 companies attacked by DarkSide. “They’ll come back with a vengeance.”
At least until now, private researchers and companies have often been more effective than the government in fighting ransomware.
Last October, Microsoft disrupted the infrastructure of Trickbot, a network of more than 1 million infected computers that disseminated
the notorious Ryuk strain of ransomware, by disabling its servers and communications. That month, ProtonMail, the Swiss-based
email service, shut down 20,000 Ryuk-related accounts.
Wosar and Gillespie, who belong to a worldwide volunteer group called the Ransomware Hunting Team, have cracked more than
300 major ransomware strains and variants, saving an estimated 4 million victims from paying billions of dollars.
By contrast, the FBI rarely decrypts ransomware or arrests the attackers, who are typically based in countries like Russia or Iran that
lack extradition agreements with the US. DarkSide, for instance, is believed to operate out of Russia. Far more victims seek help
from the Hunting Team, through websites maintained by its members, than from the FBI.
The US Secret Service also investigates ransomware, which falls under its purview of combating financial crimes. But, especially in
election years, it sometimes rotates agents off cyber assignments to carry out its better-known mission of protecting presidents, vice
presidents, major-party candidates, and their families. European law enforcement, especially the Dutch National Police, has been
more successful than the US in arresting attackers and seizing servers.
Similarly, the US government has made only modest headway in pushing private industry, including pipeline companies, to
strengthen cybersecurity defenses. Cybersecurity oversight is divided among an alphabet soup of agencies, hampering coordination.
The Department of Homeland Security conducts “vulnerability assessments” for critical infrastructure, which includes pipelines.
It reviewed Colonial Pipeline in around 2013 as part of a study of places where a cyberattack might cause a catastrophe. The pipeline
was deemed resilient, meaning that it could recover quickly, according to a former DHS official. The department did not respond to
questions about any subsequent reviews.
Five years later, DHS created a pipeline cybersecurity initiative to identify weaknesses in pipeline computer systems and recommend
strategies to address them. Participation is voluntary, and a person familiar with the initiative said that it is more useful for smaller
companies with limited in-house IT expertise than for big ones like Colonial. The National Risk Management Center, which oversees
the initiative, also grapples with other thorny issues such as election security.
Ransomware has skyrocketed since 2012, when the advent of Bitcoin made it hard to track or block payments. The criminals’ tactics
have evolved from indiscriminate “spray and pray” campaigns seeking a few hundred dollars apiece to targeting specific businesses,
government agencies and nonprofit groups with multimillion-dollar demands.
Attacks on energy businesses in particular have increased during the pandemic—not just in the US but in Canada, Latin America,
and Europe. As the companies allowed employees to work from home, they relaxed some security controls, McLeod said.
DarkSide adopted what is known as a “ransomware-as-a-service” model. Under this model, it partnered with affiliates who launched
the attacks. The affiliates received 75% to 90% of the ransom, with DarkSide keeping the remainder.
Since 2019, numerous gangs have ratcheted up pressure with a technique known as “double extortion.” Upon entering a system,
they steal sensitive data before launching ransomware that encodes the files and makes it impossible for hospitals, universities, and
cities to do their daily work. If the loss of computer access is not sufficiently intimidating, they threaten to reveal confidential
information, often posting samples as leverage. For instance, when the Washington, DC, police department didn’t pay the $4 million
ransom demanded by a gang called Babuk last month, Babuk published intelligence briefings, names of criminal suspects and
witnesses, and personnel files, from medical information to polygraph test results, of officers and job candidates.
DarkSide, which emerged last August, epitomized this new breed. It chose targets based on a careful financial analysis or information
gleaned from corporate emails. For instance, it attacked one of Tantleff’s clients during a week when the hackers knew the company
would be vulnerable because it was transitioning its files to the cloud and didn’t have clean backups.
To infiltrate target networks, the gang used advanced methods such as “zero-day exploits”
that immediately take advantage of software vulnerabilities before they can be patched.
Once inside, it moved swiftly, looking not only for sensitive data but also for the victim’s cyber
insurance policy, so it could peg its demands to the amount of coverage. After two to three
days of poking around, DarkSide encrypted the files.
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“They have a faster attack window,” said Christopher Ballod, associate managing director for cyber risk at Kroll, the business
investigations firm, who has advised half a dozen DarkSide victims. “The longer you dwell in the system, the more likely you are to
be caught.”
Typically, DarkSide’s demands were “on the high end of the scale,” $5 million and up, Ballod said. One scary tactic: if publicly traded
companies didn’t pay the ransom, DarkSide threatened to share information stolen from them with short-sellers who would profit if
the share price dropped upon publication.
DarkSide’s site on the dark web identified dozens of victims and described the confidential data it claimed to have filched from them.
One was New Orleans law firm Stone Pigman Walther Wittmann. “A big annoyance is what it was,” attorney Phil Wittmann said,
referring to the DarkSide attack in February. “We paid them nothing,” said Michael Walshe Jr., chair of the firm’s management
committee, declining to comment further.
Last November, DarkSide adopted what is known as a “ransomware-as-a-service” model. Under this model, it partnered with affiliates
who launched the attacks. The affiliates received 75% to 90% of the ransom, with DarkSide keeping the remainder. As this
partnership suggests, the ransomware ecosystem is a distorted mirror of corporate culture, with everything from job interviews to
procedures for handling disputes. After DarkSide shut down, several people who identified themselves as its affiliates complained
on a dispute resolution forum that it had stiffed them. “The target paid, but I did not receive my share,” one wrote.
Together, DarkSide and its affiliates reportedly grossed at least $90 million. Seven of Tantleff’s clients, including two companies in
the energy industry, paid ransoms ranging from $1.25 million to $6 million, reflecting negotiated discounts from initial demands of
$7.5 million to $30 million. His other three clients hit by DarkSide did not pay. In one of those cases, the hackers demanded $50
million. Negotiations grew acrimonious, and the two sides couldn’t agree on a price.
DarkSide’s representatives were shrewd bargainers, Tantleff said. If a victim said it couldn’t afford the ransom because of the
pandemic, DarkSide was ready with data showing that the company’s revenue was up, or that covid-19’s impact was factored into
the price.
DarkSide’s grasp of geopolitics was less advanced than its approach to ransomware. Around the same time that it adopted the
affiliate model, it posted that it was planning to safeguard information stolen from victims by storing it in servers in Iran. DarkSide
apparently didn’t realize that an Iranian connection would complicate its collection of ransoms from victims in the US, which has
economic sanctions restricting financial transactions with Iran. Although DarkSide later walked back this statement, saying that it had
only considered Iran as a possible location, numerous cyber insurers had concerns about covering payments to the group. Coveware,
a Connecticut firm that negotiates with attackers on behalf of victims, stopped dealing with DarkSide.
Ballod said that with their insurers unwilling to reimburse the ransom, none of his clients paid DarkSide, despite concerns about
exposure of their data. Even if they had caved in to DarkSide, and received assurances from the hackers in return that the data would
be shredded, the information might still leak, he said.
During DarkSide’s changeover to the affiliate model, a flaw was introduced into its ransomware. The vulnerability caught the attention
of members of the Ransomware Hunting Team. Established in 2016, the invitation-only team consists of about a dozen volunteers
in the US, Spain, Italy, Germany, Hungary, and the UK. They work in cybersecurity or related fields. In their spare time, they
collaborate in finding and decrypting new ransomware strains.
Several members, including Wosar, have little formal education but an aptitude for coding. A high school dropout, Wosar grew up in
a working-class family near the German port city of Rostock. In 1992, at the age of eight, he saw a computer for the first time and
was entranced. By 16, he was developing his own antivirus software and making money from it. Now 37, he has worked for antivirus
firm Emsisoft since its inception almost two decades ago and is its chief technology officer. He moved to the UK from Germany in
2018 and lives near London.
He has been battling ransomware hackers since 2012, when he cracked a strain called ACCDFISA, which stood for “Anti Cyber
Crime Department of Federal Internet Security Agency.” This fictional agency was notifying people that child pornography had
infected their computers, and so it was blocking access to their files unless they paid $100 to remove the virus.
The ACCDFISA hacker eventually noticed that the strain had been decrypted and released a revised version. Many of Wosar’s
subsequent triumphs were also fleeting. He and his teammates tried to keep criminals blissfully unaware for as long as possible that
their strain was vulnerable. They left cryptic messages on forums inviting victims to contact them for assistance or sent direct
messages to people who posted that they had been attacked.
In the course of protecting against computer intrusions, analysts at antivirus firms sometimes detected ransomware flaws and built
decryption tools, though it wasn’t their main focus. Sometimes they collided with Wosar.
In 2014, Wosar discovered that a ransomware strain called CryptoDefense copied and
pasted from Microsoft Windows some of the code it used to lock and unlock files, not realizing
that the same code was preserved in a folder on the victim’s own computer. It was missing
the signal, or “flag,” in their program, usually included by ransomware creators to instruct
Windows not to save a copy of the key.
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Wosar quickly developed a decryption tool to retrieve the key. “We faced an interesting conundrum,” Sarah White, another Hunting
Team member, wrote on Emsisoft’s blog. “How to get our tool out to the most victims possible without alerting the malware developer
of his mistake?”
Wosar discreetly sought out CryptoDefense victims through support forums, volunteer networks, and announcements of where to
contact for help. He avoided describing how the tool worked or the blunder it exploited. When victims came forward, he supplied the
fix, scrubbing the ransomware from at least 350 computers. CryptoDefense eventually “caught on to us ... but he still did not have
access to the decrypter we used and had no idea how we were unlocking his victims’ files,” White wrote.
But then an antivirus company, Symantec, uncovered the same problem and bragged about the discovery on a blog post that
“contained enough information to help the CryptoDefense developer find and correct the flaw,” White wrote. Within 24 hours the
attackers began spreading a revised version. They changed its name to CryptoWall and made $325 million.
Symantec “chose quick publicity over helping CryptoDefense victims recover their files,” White wrote. “Sometimes there are things
that are better left unsaid.”
A spokeswoman for Broadcom, which acquired Symantec’s enterprise security business in 2019, declined to comment, saying that
“the team members who worked on the tool are no longer with the company.”
Like Wosar, the 29-year-old
Gillespie comes from poverty and never went to college. When he was growing up in central Illinois, his family struggled so much
financially that they sometimes had to move in with friends or relatives. After high school, he worked full time for 10 years at a
computer repair chain called Nerds on Call. Last year, he became a malware and cybersecurity researcher at Coveware.
Last December, he messaged Wosar for help. Gillespie had been working with a DarkSide victim who had paid a ransom and
received a tool to recover the data. But DarkSide’s decryptor had a reputation for being slow, and the victim hoped that Gillespie
could speed up the process.
Gillespie analyzed the software, which contained a key to release the files. He wanted to extract the key, but because it was stored
in an unusually complex way, he couldn’t. He turned to Wosar, who was able to isolate it.
The teammates then began testing the key on other files infected by DarkSide. Gillespie checked files uploaded by victims to the
website he operates, ID Ransomware, while Wosar used VirusTotal, an online database of suspected malware.
That night, they shared a discovery.
“I have confirmation DarkSide is re-using their RSA keys,” Gillespie wrote to the Hunting Team on its Slack channel. A type of
cryptography, RSA generates two keys: a public key to encode data and a private key to decipher it. RSA is used legitimately to
safeguard many aspects of e-commerce, such as protecting credit numbers. But it’s also been co-opted by ransomware hackers.
“I noticed the same as I was able to decrypt newly encrypted files using their decrypter,” Wosar replied less than an hour later, at
2:45 a.m. London time.
Their analysis showed that before adopting the affiliate model, DarkSide had used a different public and private key for each victim.
Wosar suspected that during this transition, DarkSide introduced a mistake into its affiliate portal used to generate the ransomware
for each target. Wosar and Gillespie could now use the key that Wosar had extracted to retrieve files from Windows machines seized
by DarkSide. The cryptographic blunder didn’t affect Linux operating systems.
“We were scratching our heads,” Wosar said. “Could they really have fucked up this badly? DarkSide was one of the more
professional ransomware-as-a-service schemes out there. For them to make such a huge mistake is very, very rare.”
The Hunting Team celebrated quietly, without seeking publicity. White, who is a computer science student at Royal Holloway, part
of the University of London, began looking for DarkSide victims. She contacted firms that handle digital forensics and incident
response.
“We told them, ‘Hey, listen, if you have any DarkSide victims, tell them to reach out to us; we can help them. We can recover their
files and they don’t have to pay a huge ransom,’” Wosar said.
The DarkSide hackers mostly took the Christmas season off. Gillespie and Wosar expected that when the attacks resumed in the
new year, their discovery would help dozens of victims. But then Bitdefender published its post, under the headline “Darkside
Ransomware Decryption Tool.”
In a messaging channel with the ransomware response community, someone asked why Bitdefender would tip off the hackers.
“Publicity,” White responded. “Looks good. I can guarantee they’ll fix it much faster now though.”
She was right. The next day, DarkSide acknowledged the error that Wosar and Gillespie had found before Bitdefender. “Due to the
problem with key generation, some companies have the same keys,” the hackers wrote,
adding that up to 40% of keys were affected.
DarkSide mocked Bitdefender for releasing the decryptor at “the wrong time ... as the activity
of us and our partners during the New Year holidays is the lowest.”
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Adding to the team’s frustrations, Wosar discovered that the Bitdefender tool had its own drawbacks. Using the company’s decryptor,
he tried to unlock samples infected by DarkSide and found that they were damaged in the process. “They actually implemented the
decryption wrong,” Wosar said. “That means if victims did use the Bitdefender tool, there’s a good chance that they damaged the
data.”
Asked about Wosar’s criticism, Botezatu said that data recovery is difficult, and that Bitdefender has “taken all precautions to make
sure that we’re not compromising user data,” including exhaustive testing and “code that evaluates whether the resulting decrypted
file is valid.”
Even without Bitdefender, DarkSide might have soon realized its mistake anyway, Wosar and Gillespie said. For example, as they
sifted through compromised networks, the hackers might have come across emails in which victims helped by the Hunting Team
discussed the flaw.
“They might figure it out that way—that is always a possibility,” Wosar said. “But it’s especially painful if a vulnerability is being burned
through something stupid like this.”
The incident led the Hunting Team to coin a term for the premature exposure of a weakness in a ransomware strain. “Internally, we
often joke, ‘Yeah, they are probably going to pull a Bitdefender,’” Wosar said.
This story was co-published with ProPublica, a nonprofit newsroom that investigates abuses of power. Renee Dudley
and Daniel Golden have focused on ransomware for ProPublica and are working on a book about the Ransomware
Hunting Team, to be published next year by Farrar, Straus and Giroux.

US Soldiers Expose Nuclear Weapons Secrets Via Flashcard Apps
Source: https://www.bellingcat.com/news/2021/05/28/us-soldiers-expose-nuclear-weapons-secrets-via-flashcard-apps/
May 28 – For US soldiers tasked with the custody of nuclear weapons in Europe, the stakes are high. Security protocols are lengthy,
detailed and need to be known by heart. To simplify this process, some service members have been using publicly visible flashcard
learning apps — inadvertently revealing a multitude of sensitive security protocols about US nuclear weapons and the bases at which
they are stored.

A Facebook photo posted in 2013 shows US soldiers posing with what appears to be a dummy nuclear weapon at Volkel Air Base
in the Netherlands.

While the presence of US nuclear weapons in Europe has long been detailed by various
leaked documents, photos and statements by retired officials, their specific locations are
officially still a secret with governments neither confirming nor denying their presence.
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As many campaigners and parliamentarians in some European nations see it, this ambiguity has often hampered open and
democratic debate about the rights and wrongs of hosting nuclear weapons.
However, the flashcards studied by soldiers tasked with guarding these devices reveal not just the bases, but even identify the exact
shelters with “hot” vaults that likely contain nuclear weapons.
They also detail intricate security details and protocols such as the positions of cameras, the frequency of patrols around the vaults,
secret duress words that signal when a guard is being threatened and the unique identifiers that a restricted area badge needs to
have.
Like their analogue namesakes, flashcard learning apps are popular digital learning tools that show questions on one side and
answers on the other. By simply searching online for terms publicly known to be associated with nuclear weapons, Bellingcat was
able to discover cards used by military personnel serving at all six European military bases reported to store nuclear devices.
Experts approached by Bellingcat said that these findings represented serious breaches of security protocols and raised renewed
questions about US nuclear weapons deployment in Europe.
Dr Jeffrey Lewis, founding publisher of Arms Control Wonk.com and Director of the East Asia Nonproliferation Program at the James
Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies, said that the findings showed a “flagrant breach” in security practices related to US nuclear
weapons stationed in NATO countries.
He added that “secrecy about US nuclear weapons deployments in Europe does not exist to protect the weapons from terrorists, but
only to protect politicians and military leaders from having to answer tough questions about whether NATO’s nuclear-sharing
arrangements still make sense today. This is yet one more warning that these weapons are not secure.”
Hans Kristenssen, director of the Nuclear Information Project at the Federation of American Scientists, broadly agreed and said that
safety is provided by “effective security, not secrecy.”
Some flashcards uncovered during the course of this investigation had been publicly visible online as far back as 2013. Other sets
detailed processes that were being learned by users until at least April 2021. It is not known whether secret phrases, protocols or
other security practices have been altered since then.
However, all flashcards described within this article appear to have been taken down from the learning platforms on which they
appeared after Bellingcat reached out to NATO and the US Military for comment prior to publication. A spokesperson for the Dutch
Ministry of Defence stated that it was coordinating with NATO and US European Command (EUCOM) after Bellingcat discovered a
picture (shown above) shared on Facebook in 2013 of US service members posing with what appeared to be a dummy nuclear bomb
at a base in the Netherlands.
A spokesperson for the US Air Force confirmed that they were aware of service members using flashcard apps to study “a wide
variety of subjects”. However, they continued, there was no recommendation for service members to do so and they would not
discuss past or current security protocols. They also said they were not aware of any Department of Defense or Department of the
Air Force assessment on the use of online study aids but were “investigating the suitability of information shared via study flashcards.”
The Ministries of Defence for Belgium, Germany, Italy and Turkey and Germany — all nations that are reported to host bases where
US nuclear weapons are stored — were also contacted about the use of flashcards by US soldiers stationed in their respective
territories but none replied before publication.
 Read the full article at source’s URL.

New Sophisticated Email-Based Attack from Attacker Behind SolarWinds Exploits
USAID
Source: https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/infrastructure-security/new-sophisticated-email-based-attack-from-attackerbehind-solarwinds-exploits-usaid/
May 28 – Microsoft Threat Intelligence Center (MSTIC) has uncovered a wide-scale malicious email campaign operated by
NOBELIUM, the threat actor behind the attacks against SolarWinds, the SUNBURST backdoor, TEARDROP malware, GoldMax
malware, and other related components. The campaign, initially observed and tracked by Microsoft since January 2021, evolved
over a series of waves demonstrating significant experimentation. On May 25, 2021, the campaign escalated as NOBELIUM
leveraged the legitimate mass-mailing service, Constant Contact, to masquerade as a US-based development organization and
distribute malicious URLs to a wide variety of organizations and industry verticals.
Microsoft is issuing this alert and new security research regarding this sophisticated emailbased campaign that NOBELIUM has been operating to help the industry understand and
protect from this latest activity. Below, we have outlined attacker motives, malicious
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behavior, and best practices to protect against this attack. You can also find more information on the Microsoft On The Issues blog.
Note: This is an active incident. We will post more details here as they become available.
NOBELIUM has historically targeted government organizations, non-government organizations (NGOs), think tanks, military, IT
service providers, health technology and research, and telecommunications providers. With this latest attack, NOBELIUM attempted
to target approximately 3,000 individual accounts across more than 150 organizations, employing an established pattern of using
unique infrastructure and tooling for each target, increasing their ability to remain undetected for a longer period of time.
This new wide-scale email campaign leverages the legitimate service Constant Contact to send malicious links that were obscured
behind the mailing service’s URL (many email and document services provide a mechanism to simplify the sharing of files, providing
insights into who and when links are clicked). Due to the high volume of emails distributed in this campaign, automated email threat
detection systems blocked most of the malicious emails and marked them as spam. However, some automated threat detection
systems may have successfully delivered some of the earlier emails to recipients either due to configuration and policy settings or
prior to detections being in place.
Due to the fast-moving nature of this campaign and its perceived scope, Microsoft encourages organizations to investigate and
monitor communications matching characteristics described in this report and take the actions described below in this article.
We continue to see an increase in sophisticated and nation-state-sponsored attacks and, as part of our ongoing threat research and
efforts to protect customers, we will continue to provide guidance to the security community on how to secure against and respond
to these multi-dimensional attacks.

Could We Store All of the World’s Data in a Coffee Mug Full of DNA?
Could you imagine storing all of your digital photos, audio, documents, and other files as DNA? Scientists can already write image
and text files in DNA, which could revolutionize how we store and archive data. Researchers at MIT and colleagues have now
developed an approach that allows them to encapsulate, barcode, and easily retrieve DNA data files from large pools, which could
help to make DNA data storage a more feasible future prospect. + MORE

UK to hire secret scientists to help counter overseas threats and cyber crime
Source: https://www.centralfifetimes.com/news/national/19371954.uk-hire-secret-scientists-help-counter-overseas-threats-cyber-crime/

The UK is hiring more top-secret scientists as part of its efforts to counter threats from China and Russia.
Over the next three months, jobs will be advertised for around 300 defence scientists to work for the Defence Science and Technology
Laboratory (Dstl), part of the Ministry of Defence (MoD) which is based at Porton Down, near Salisbury, and other sites around the
country.
The recruitment drive – the biggest in Dstl’s 20-year history – comes amid the Government’s bid to make the UK a “science and tech
superpower” by 2030, with the ability to “monitor, protect and defend” the country’s interests.
Scientists specialising in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and space are among those being sought, as well as analysts and engineers. More
positions are expected to be advertised next year.
It is understood the roles will include a focus on the threats of the future such as increased hostility and aggression from Russia and
China’s technological advancements as well as the dangers posed by organised crime and terrorist groups and cyber hackers.
An MoD source told the PA news agency: “These new recruits will be at the forefront of keeping the UK safe from a huge range of
threats.”
In 2020 a £16.5 billion increase in defence spending over the next four years was announced.
As part of this the MoD is investing £6 billion in research and development, including an extra £1 billion specifically on science and
technology.
The news comes as Prime Minister Boris Johnson travelled to meet NATO leaders and insisted the Western alliance did not want a
new Cold War with China. but it did pose “challenges”.
Ahead of the meeting, NATO secretary general Jens Stoltenberg said relations with Russia are at the “lowest point” since the end of
the Cold War.
Meanwhile, in a speech to the Royal United Services Institute (RUSI) defence and security think tank, Lindy Cameron – the head of
the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) which is part of GCHQ – said it was crucial the UK continues to
build its cyber resilience to stop attacks from reaching their targets.
Earlier this year Mr Johnson acknowledged China will pose a “great challenge” for the UK
as he set out findings of a major review of foreign policy.
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The strategy, which included a plan to increase the UK’s nuclear stockpile, also said Russia still remains the “most acute threat to
our security”.
It set out risks posed by increased competition between states – including a more assertive China – along with terrorism, organised
crime, climate change and the “realistic possibility” of another pandemic.
The review indicated the UK’s aim to be a “science and tech superpower” by 2030, with the ability to “monitor, protect and defend
our interests” in space and ensuring cutting-edge defensive and offensive cyber capabilities.
Founded in 1916, Porton Down’s expansive, high-security site in the middle of the Wiltshire countryside is the oldest chemical warfare
research centre in the world.
There, Dstl’s highly trained scientists are – with strict safety measures in place – used to handling some of the most dangerous
known substances such as Ebola, anthrax, the nerve agent Novichok and plague – all of which can kill.
Inside the corridors housing high containment laboratories – split into four categories according to how hazardous the chemicals and
pathogens inside are – staff have also turned their skills to tackling coronavirus.
Part of their work is to try to counter future threats from hostile states such as China and Russia. Minister for defence procurement
Jeremy Quin said the investment in research and development is “central to the evolution of defence and security”, adding: “This will
ensure MoD science and technology programmes upgrade and adapt our forces to meet a range of future threats.
“The Dstl recruitment campaign paves the way for the next generation of highly skilled scientists to work on sophisticated projects
designing and engineering pioneering military equipment.”
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To Protect Against Weaponized Drones, We Must Understand Their Key Strengths
By Natasha Bajema
Source:
https://spectrum.ieee.org/robotics/military-robots/to-protect-against-weaponized-drones-we-must-understand-their-keystrengths

Baykar/Anadolu Agency/Getty Images Azerbaijan recently used its Turkish Bayraktar TB2 unmanned combat aerial vehicles
(UCAVs) to great effect in its conflict with Armenia.

May 24 – For all the amazement that swarms of consumer-grade drones provoke—flying in choreographed clusters to form logos,
pictures, and even QR codes in the sky—they’re also a subject of some strategic concern among national security experts. Drone
swarms, one analyst says, are the new WMD (weapon of mass destruction); “slaughterbots” are the new nightmare technology, says
another; one prominent media account describes “sinister” flocks of “really creepy” drones buzzing residents in rural areas and raising
fears of mass surveillance, or worse.
Of course, drones by themselves are not new. However, what is new is that rogue states, terrorist groups, and other malevolent
actors around the world are seeking weapons that can do less damage but can still rival a WMD in effect. During the Cold War,
strategic analysts surmised that states would want WMDs for widespread destruction. Yet in the last three decades, several states
have used chemical agents—canonical WMDs—in peacetime for assassination of individuals.
North Korean dictator Kim Jong Un is thought to have assassinated his half brother with VX nerve agent in 2017. A year later, Russia
was suspected to have used a Novichok chemical agent in Salisbury, England, in a failed assassination attempt of a former Russian
spy and his daughter. The U.S. intelligence community has recently linked the Russian government to the attempted assassination
of Russian dissident Aleksei Navalny in 2020 with a Novichok agent.
Geopolitical actors have shifted their desired outcomes because they’re already getting the
strategic impact they want at lower levels of destruction.
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Think of this as a new category of armament similar to WMD—also scalable, as the chemical agents above have been used for more
targeted killings, but more accessible and with similar strategic impact. Call this new category, as it were, weapons of mass agility
(WMA).
For the above reasons among others, nefarious states and violent nonstate actors may be increasingly attracted to WMAs. So
strategists need to be aware of this trend to counter its threat.
Weaponized consumer drones, for instance, have the potential to spark fear among the general public. “Really creepy” was used in
response to those drones that hovered but did nothing, at least that anyone could discover. What might public reactions be if this
consumer technology was used for more malevolent ends? In that sense, weaponized commercial drones might therefore factor into
the strategic calculations of national and international leaders in similar ways as cyber, biological, and chemical weapons.
In March 2021, online publication The War Zone revealed the results of an extensive investigation of drone flybys around naval ships.
In July 2019, the U.S. Navy documented the presence of a drone swarm near the USS Kidd destroyer several times over a period of
a few days. As many as six drones engaged in complex maneuvers in low visibility conditions, buzzing the destroyer, which was
traveling at more than 29 kilometers per hour (18 miles per hour).
The drone activity unleashed an internal investigation involving the Navy, FBI, and U.S. Coast Guard and receiving attention from
the Chief of Naval Operations. The War Zone uncovered details of the strange events through FOIA requests of the Navy’s deck
logs and internal communications and reconstructed the scenarios using ship location data. No viable explanation for the drones
could be uncovered.
Simple math illustrates the potential of drones
against a destroyer. It costs the U.S. Navy as
much as US $936 million to build a single Arleigh
Burke–class destroyer. Meanwhile, a Turkish Bayraktar TB2, the unmanned combat aerial
vehicle (UCAV) most recently used to great
effect by Azerbaijan in its conflict with Armenia,
carries a payload of 150 kilograms of laserguided munitions. The TB2 costs only
somewhere between $1 million and $2 million
each. Assuming the higher end for each
weapons system, a country could acquire 468
UCAVs for the price of a single guided-missile
destroyer.
When recalling the al-Qaida-led suicide bomber
attack against the USS Cole destroyer in 2000,
it doesn’t require a great stretch of the
imagination to see the strategic advantage in
smaller, cheaper, smarter systems over exquisitely designed and expensive platforms such as fighter jets, aircraft carriers, and
destroyers. It took only a small boat laden with about 180 to 320 kg of C4 explosives to blast a large hole in the Cole, killing 17 sailors
and injuring 37 more. Though the vessel was not destroyed by the attack, it was removed from service for nearly three years for
repair. A Ford-class aircraft carrier costing $12.8 billion per ship offers up an even more lucrative target than a destroyer. Although
consumer drones remain far less capable than military-grade UCAVs, their payload, performance, and autonomous capabilities are
growing quickly.
The impact of drones also extends far beyond their prospects for causing damage to expensive military targets.
The potential of consumer or commercial drones harming world leaders became immediately evident when a protester hovered one
close to German chancellor Angela Merkel at a campaign rally in 2013. Leveraging their agility, countries have often used UCAVs to
deliver lethal strikes on specific targets, most recently by the Moroccan armed forces to kill the leaders of a separatist group. In 2018,
an unidentified nonstate actor used two explosive-bearing commercial drones in the attempted assassination of Venezuelan
president Nicolas Maduro.
The most consequential WMAs could potentially rise to the level of a WMD, by causing mass casualties and destruction. Possible
attacks include using autonomous drone swarms against a soft target like a stadium full of people or dispersing drones bearing
biological or chemical agents over a large area. Since the perils of WMD have been around
for decades, though, such scenarios are unfortunately not new. And since malevolent actors
may still be able to achieve their desired strategic impact at lower levels of destruction with
WMAs, these actions may continue to be low probability.
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However, the close calls and early salvos of maliciously targeted commercial drones have so far provided only a hint of what is to
come. Technologists and engineers who work on drones need to be aware when they develop applications that might be weaponized
and exploited for deadly effect. And policymakers and military strategists need to be equally vigilant in defending against a highly
agile new threat that, while its use has, gratefully, been limited to date, its potential for danger will continue to increase as commercial,
off-the-shelf drone technologies mature and proliferate.
Natasha Bajema is the director of the Converging Risks Lab at the Council on Strategic Risks, in Washington, D.C.

Weapons of the future: Trends in drone proliferation
By Dan Gettinger
Source: https://www.defensenews.com/opinion/commentary/2021/05/25/weapons-of-the-future-trends-in-drone-proliferation/
May 25 – In January 2001, a Predator launched an inert Hellfire missile at a dummy tank, marking the first successful missile test
from a drone. Twenty years on, drones have become a feature of warfare to an extent that few at the time likely could have imagined.
Over 100 militaries have some level of armed or unarmed drone capability, and a growing number have experience using these
systems in combat. The notion of what an armed drone looks like and how it should perform has also shifted as the families of drones
and drone munitions have become lighter and more diverse. This is fueling a wider adoption of these systems, potentially complicating
the United States’ ability to develop effective countermeasures.

The emergence of new drone manufacturers is driving a competitive and dynamic global market for military drones, particularly for
medium and large uncrewed aircraft. In addition to those from China, Israel, Turkey and the U.S., new offerings of large drones from
companies in Russia, Italy and South Africa as well as many other local research and development projects could offer customers a
growing number of options.
Where some countries may have once gone with a single supplier, military drone inventories
are increasingly diverse. Morocco, having recently introduced the Israeli Heron 1, is now
interested in the U.S. MQ-9 Reaper, according to a report in Reuters. Efforts to loosen U.S.
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export policy as it relates to large drones could grow the number of countries operating American-made systems, though they are
unlikely to substantially alter these trends.
Both the declining cost of components for drones and state policies aimed at boosting domestic manufacturers have created
opportunities for some countries to acquire drones independently of foreign suppliers. Spain’s RAPAZ program, for example, seeks
to encourage local industry by acquiring small drones for evaluation by the Spanish military exclusively from domestic producers.
Likewise, most of Ukraine’s fleet of small drones is provided by domestic manufacturers like Athlon Avia that responded to a need
— sometimes in creative ways — for drones following Russia’s invasion of Crimea and the Donbas region. Partnerships between
countries like Ukraine and Turkey, Spain and Colombia, and South Africa and the United Arab Emirates have led to joint projects to
develop uncrewed aircraft as well as subsystems and munitions for drones. These collaborations offer manufacturers ways to build
local capacity, gain access to new markets and technology, and overcome export restrictions.
Drones are increasingly equipped with an array of bombs, missiles and other munitions. While air-to-ground anti-tank missiles like
the U.S. Hellfire or the Chinese Blue Arrow-7 remain common, they have been joined by guided bombs of various sizes, air-to-air
missiles and rockets. As a result, some drones could assume responsibility for missions such as defensive counterair or suppression
of enemy air defenses that have typically been carried out by crewed combat aircraft.
An emerging class of lightweight, reusable armed drones like China’s Blowfish A3 and Turkey’s Songar can be equipped with
swappable payloads of mortars, grenades and light machine guns. The proliferation of strike-capable drones is driving the
development and sale of drone-specific guided munitions. Turkey’s Roketsan has said that interest from international customers in
its MAM (smart micro-munition) series of lightweight munitions for drones has grown in parallel with the interest in Turkish UAVs.
Drones have featured prominently in recent armed conflicts in North Africa, the Sahel, the Arabian Peninsula and the Caucuses. In
Libya, Turkey and the UAE have supplied armed drones to proxies on opposing sides, while the Iranian-backed Houthi group in
Yemen has used drones to attack Saudi energy and transportation infrastructure.
Speaking in a magazine interview in late April of the role that drones and loitering munitions played in the 2020 Nagorno-Karabakh
War, German Defence Minister Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer remarked that drones are likely to remain a feature of armed conflict,
given that they are comparatively cheap and easy to obtain, calling drones one of the “weapon systems of the future.”
In addition to deliveries of the systems themselves, many of these deployments have been facilitated by the provision of nonmaterial
support in the form of training, maintenance and tactical leadership.
The U.S. Defense Department’s new counter-drone strategy rightly focuses on the threats posed by low-cost small- and mid-sized
drones, given the growing popularity of these systems among state and nonstate actors, and the difficulty of detecting and mitigating
them with the existing suite of air defense solutions.
In a virtual event in late April, U.S. Central Command chief Gen. Kenneth McKenzie called the proliferation of low-cost drones one
of the foremost security issues in the Middle East. Future iterations of the counter-UAS strategy should encompass the full spectrum
of drone threats, particularly as the Department of Defense moves to address the challenges posed by peer and near-peer
competitors. Rapid technological changes in the form of new, long-range munitions and air-launched loitering munitions, as well as
evolutions in adversarial concepts of operations such as manned-unmanned teaming, are poised to offer a new front in the struggle
to defend against drones, one for which the U.S. and its allies and partners will need to prepare.
Dan Gettinger is a researcher and consultant. He is a founder and former co-director of the Center for the Study of the
Drone at Bard College. He is the author of “The Drone Databook” and of the forthcoming book “Unmanned Combat
Aerial Vehicles: Current Types, Ordnance and Operations.”

What do we know about Hamas' drones?
Source: https://www.israelhayom.com/2021/05/26/what-do-we-know-about-hamas-drones/
May 26 – In the recent round of hostilities between Israel and Hamas, Israel had to contend with a growing drone threat from the
Gaza Strip – not only detecting and mitigating the threats in the field, but on social media, where Hamas has released dramatic
videos displaying their drone tactics and tooling.
While Israel has previously dealt with Iranian drones, it seems that Hamas has acquired a similar technology that enables the
organization to use explosive-laden drones.
Israel intercepted six weaponized drones through various means. A number of them were
intercepted by IAF fighter jets, while one was intercepted by the Iron Dome system in flight.
These suicide drones were reportedly carrying around five kilograms (11 pounds) of
explosive payload and were intended to avoid the Iron Dome defense system, unlike the
regularly intercepted rockets.
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Left: Hamas demonstrates its new drone technology. On the right, an Israeli fighter-jet targets an incoming weaponized drone |
Photo: DroneSec

These drones resemble the Iranian Ababil military drone but have been claimed as being developed and built locally by Izzedine alQassam Brigades, Hamas' military wing, and are named "Shehab." The Iranian HESA Ababil is notoriously affordable, designed
mainly as a targeting drone with
rudimentary surveillance capabilities
and the capability to be used as a
loitering munition ("suicide" or
"kamikaze" drones).
Engine components for a Hamas
weaponized drone (DroneSec)

Some observers have noted that
while the engine of the Shehab and
the Qasef-series drones share
certain similarities, media released by
Hamas shows that Commercial OffThe-Shelf
(COTS)
engine
components are used in its drones,
and they appear smaller in size.
Hamas' drones also have a visible
commercial GPS module for guiding
the drones to their target.
As mentioned previously, the Iron Dome Defense system displayed the ability to intercept this type of
emerging threat in combat. The Defense Ministry tested a range of complex scenarios (Aerial
Threat Assessments) against the system, checking its ability to intercept multiple UAVs.
However, compared to the cost of building a weaponized drone, the cost of using Iron Dome
to intercept drones is economically disproportionate.
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Drones as loitering munitions were hardly used by Hamas until the latest escalation, but there have been recorded instances of
COTS drones being used for Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR). Additionally, recent innovative uses of drones by
the Palestinian side include balloons with explosive payloads launched and sent into Israel over the border – a tactic that sees the
balloons burst and the payload dropped, potentially bypassing defense infrastructure that might concentrate on high-speed and highly
technical components.
On the other hand, there are a number of recorded cases in which the Israel Defense Forces used small drones (sUAS) of their own
to conduct surveillance operations, when large military drones do not provide a tactical viewing advantage. Some of these drones
have been successfully shot down and captured by Hamas, which publicized them on social media, although the IDF has responded
that no important or sensitive data was lost through offensive forensics (the process for identifying information within an adversary's
drone).
Both Hamas and Israel will likely continue to adopt the use of drones as they become cheaper, avoid detection more easily, and
unlike a rocket – which leaves a trail of smoke – might not reveal their launch location.
The use of small consumer and commercial drones in conflict has been well documented since the war against ISIS. Cost-effective
counter-drone systems (CUAS) that include Electronic Warfare (EC) and offensive cyber technologies to exploit and control nonmilitary drones, such as the solutions offered by DroneSec, will continue to develop as countries call for strong intelligence in
identifying and mitigating weaponized drones.
DroneSec is a cybersecurity and threat intelligence firm for drones that secures drone fleets and operations. DroneSec
is the industry's most well-known and trusted partner for Drone Security and Counter-Drone training, with the "Drone
Security Operators Certificate (DSOC)" being trusted by over 100+ organizations.

Iran-backed militias turn to drone attacks, alarming U.S. forces in Iraq
By Louisa Loveluck and John Hudson
Source:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/iraq-militia-drones-threat/2021/05/28/864e44d0-bc8f-11eb-922ac40c9774bc48_story.html
May 29 — U.S. military officials in Iraq have grown increasingly alarmed over attacks by Iran-backed militias using drones to evade
detection systems around military bases and diplomatic facilities.
In place of rockets, militiamen have turned at times to small, fixed-wing drones that fly too low to be picked up by defensive systems,
military officials and diplomats say. An official with the U.S.-led coalition described the evolving drone threat as the military mission’s
biggest concern in Iraq.
In April, a drone strike targeted a CIA hangar inside the airport complex in the northern city of Irbil, according to officials familiar with
the matter. The drone’s flight was tracked to within 10 miles of the site, but its path was then lost as it moved into a civilian flight path,
the coalition official said.
The drone’s remains were partially recovered, and preliminary analysis suggested it was made in Iran, a coalition official said. The
attack deeply concerned White House and Pentagon officials because of the covert nature of the facility and the sophistication of the
strike.
Although no one was harmed in the strike, it prompted a long night of deliberations over how to respond, according to Western
officials. Some U.S. officials advocated serious consideration of a military response, including the National Security Council’s
coordinator for the Middle East and North Africa, Brett McGurk, said two people familiar with the matter. The Biden administration
ultimately decided against taking military action.
A similar drone attack in May on the sprawling Ain al-Asad air base raised similar concerns among coalition commanders about how
militias are adapting their tactics, according to officials and personnel on base.
“The damage wasn’t huge but the coalition were very upset. They told our commanders that it was a major escalation,” said one Iraqi
soldier stationed at Ain al-Asad, speaking on the condition of anonymity due to the sensitivity of the situation. Ain al-Asad was
previously targeted by Iran with ballistic missiles in January 2020 in response to the U.S. assassination of Iranian commander Maj.
Gen. Qasem Soleimani earlier that month.
Rocket attacks by Iran-backed groups have at times killed American servicemen and Iraqi security personnel and civilians, prompting
retaliatory military action from the United States and pushing Washington and Tehran to the
brink of outright conflict on Iraqi soil.
Although tensions have cooled since President Biden took office, officials worry that future
attacks still risk sparking a new cycle of tit-for-tat violence as Iran-backed groups try to push
a rump coalition force out of Iraq altogether.
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Iraqi pressure on U.S. and other coalition forces to withdraw surged last year amid outrage here over the Trump administration’s
decision to kill Soleimani and Iraqi militia leader Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis using a drone strike.
U.S. troop levels have fallen roughly by half since then, in part because Iraqi security forces are now taking the lead rolling up what
remains of the Islamic State. But American numbers have also declined in response to increasing rocket attacks, which left some
commanders describing their soldiers as sitting ducks. There are now about 3,000 coalition troops in Iraq, including 2,500 Americans.
In the absence of effective defenses, the drone threat now raises the prospect of a sudden escalation of violence. Each fresh attack
triggers a flurry of communication as U.S. officials seek to determine whether Americans have been killed or injured.
“The death of an American is their red line,” said one Western official, speaking on the condition of anonymity due to the sensitivity
of the issue. “The first question the Americans always ask is: what was the casualty’s nationality?”
The top U.S. military commander in the Middle East, Marine Gen. Frank McKenzie, said earlier this month that efforts were underway
to develop better defenses against the drones. While visiting northeastern Syria, McKenzie told reporters that military officials were
looking for ways to cut command-and-control links between a drone and its operator, improve radar sensors to quickly identify the
threat as it approached, and find effective ways to bring the aircraft down.
“We’re open to all kinds of things,” he said, according to the Associated Press. “Still, I don’t think we’re where we want to be.”
Another official said that electronic jammers are being considered, as are other systems being developed by U.S. Special Forces in
Syria.
In April, the White House announced the formation of a joint working group between the United States and Israel “on the growing
threat of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles [UAVs] and Precision Guided Missiles produced by Iran and provided to its proxies in the Middle
East Region.”
Iraqi security personnel, speaking in interviews, described unease and frustration on military bases because of drone and rocket
attacks, and emphasized that the strikes on U.S.-linked facilities pose a threat to Iraqis as well.
“I feel so frustrated when I see these attacks,” said the officer at Ain al-Asad. “We know where they come from, but we can’t do
anything about it, even as officers in the Iraqi army.”
The future of the U.S.-led coalition in Iraq is the focus of ongoing discussions between U.S. and Iraqi officials. Although U.S. officials
have said that the American-Iraqi relationship is in a new honeymoon period following Biden’s inauguration, Iraqi military officials
have voiced frustration that they feel like a junior partner in a relationship largely centered on reducing Iranian influence in the region.
The first troop talks of Biden’s presidency took place in April and although both sides called them a successful step toward reducing
the coalition presence in Iraq, the resulting communique appeared to be more a restatement of current realities than a strategic shift.
In a statement this month, a council of Iran-linked militia groups described the latest talks as “totally and completely unacceptable”
and vowed to increase pressure on coalition forces. “The Iraqi resistance confirms its full readiness to perform its legitimate, national
and legal duty to achieve this goal,” the council said.
Last year, U.S. officials hailed the killings of Soleimani and Muhandis as a way of weakening the threat that Iran-linked groups pose
to American forces in Iraq.
Instead, that strike made the threat more diffuse. Iran-linked groups have since rallied, security officials and analysts say, seeding
their militia members among a mushrooming number of smaller front groups, which now regularly attack U.S.-linked targets.
Iraq’s militia network, known as the Popular Mobilization Forces (PMF), includes some groups that are backed by Iran and others
that are not. They are an official part of Iraq’s security forces, and their members command extensive influence throughout the
country’s Iraqi economy and political system. Human rights groups also say the militias are behind a rising tide of assassinations
targeting their critics.
In private, Iraqi government and security officials say that they fear the repercussions of any sustained effort to rein in Iran-linked
groups that have been launching attacks on Western military targets or shooting activists in the street.
In the early hours of Wednesday morning, Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi tried anyway, ordering the arrest of a senior PMF
commander, Qasem Muhsen, who was linked to both. Within hours of the announcement, footage circulated on social media of
militiamen insulting Kadhimi as they walked through Baghdad’s heavily fortified Green Zone toward his house.
“Hey Kadhimi, are you asleep, or are you awake?” said one.
Louisa Loveluck is the Baghdad bureau chief. She was previously based in Beirut for the Post and worked as the Cairo
correspondent for the Daily Telegraph.
John Hudson is a national security reporter at The Washington Post covering the State Department and diplomacy. He
has reported from a mix of countries including Ukraine, Pakistan, Malaysia, China,
and Georgia.
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A rogue killer drone 'hunted down' a human target without being instructed to, UN
report says
By Joshua Zitser
Source: https://www.businessinsider.com/killer-drone-hunted-down-human-target-without-being-told-un-2021-5
May 30 – A "lethal" weaponized drone "hunted down a human target" without being told to for the first time, according to a UN report
seen by the New Scientist.
The March 2020 incident saw a KARGU-2 quadcopter autonomously attack a human during a conflict between Libyan government

forces and a breakaway military faction, led by the Libyan National Army's Khalifa Haftar, the Daily Star reported.
The Turkish-built KARGU-2, a deadly attack drone designed for asymmetric warfare and anti-terrorist operations, targeted one of
Haftar's soldiers while he tried to retreat, according to the paper.
The drone, which can be directed to detonate on impact, was operating in a "highly effective" autonomous mode that required no
human controller, the New York Post said.
"The lethal autonomous weapons systems were programmed to attack targets without requiring data connectivity between
the operator and the munition: in effect, a true 'fire, forget and find' capability," the report from the UN Security Council's
Panel of Experts on Libya said.
This is likely the first time drones have attacked humans without instructions to do so, Zak Kellenborn, a national security consultant
who specializes in unmanned systems and drones, confirmed in the report.
Kallenborn, however, has concerns about the future of autonomous drones. "How brittle is the object recognition system?" he said.
"How often does it misidentify targets?"
Jack Watling, a researcher on land warfare at the Royal United Services Institute (RUSI), told the New Scientist that this incident
demonstrates the "urgent and important" need to discuss the potential regulation of autonomous weapons.
Human Rights Watch has called for an end to so-called "killer robots" and is campaigning for a "preemptive ban on the development,
production, and use of fully autonomous weapons," according to a report by the charity.
Joshua Zitser is a Weekend News Reporter at INSIDER's London office. Joshua has an MA in Politics from the
University of Edinburgh and an MA in Broadcast Journalism from City, University of
London. He also interned for KCRW while studying at the University of California,
Santa Barbara. He has appeared as a commentator on Times Radio, BBC, Sky
News, and 5 News.
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AI-driven autonomous robots are an existential threat to everyone
Source: https://www.analyticsinsight.net/is-this-the-age-of-killer-robots-everything-you-need-to-know/

June 01 – The evolution of technology is attractive. AI is transforming our lives in every aspect and is becoming an integral part of
industrial sectors like healthcare, manufacturing, education, politics, and others. AI is also extensively used in the defense sector to
amplify the security of a country. But the aftermath of deploying autonomous ‘Killer Robots’ in the military has been not yet anticipated.
Killer Robots are automized weapon systems that can select and attack their targets without any human controls. These types of
weapon systems use lethal force without any direct command from the human operator. This AI technology is implemented in different
weapon systems like warships, fighter jets, and tanks.
Weaponized AI technologies form a massive part of the defense strategies of China, Russia, the US, and Isreal. The security
strategies employed by these countries already involve weaponized AI and are further developing autonomous robots; capable of
making potential decisions about life and death without any human intervention.
Threats Posed by Killer Robots
Over the past few years, the United Nations delegation has been debating about banning Killer Robots, formally known as the lethal
autonomous weapons system (LAWS). These weapon systems carry a significant threat to civilian safety and well-being. It is
speculated that fully autonomous weapon systems would not be capable of meeting the international humanitarian laws and
standards, including the rules for proportional assessment, distinguishing between combatants and civilians, and intercepting military
needs. Currently, these systems are employed to destroy enemy targets, efficiently, and save more of their soldiers. But no clear
guidelines are mentioning as to which of these AI systems can be used in action and which cannot. Therefore, it will keep posing a
fundamental threat to the right to life and human dignity.
In March 2020, a Kargu-2 quadcopter drone targeted withdrawing soldiers and convoys led by the Libyan National Army’s Khalifa
Haftar; during a civil dispute with Libya’s government forces. Reports say that this weapon system fell into the category of the ‘lethal
autonomous weapons system or LAWS’.
The Kargu-2 quadcopter was produced by STM, a Turkish military technology company. It was built for asymmetric warfare and
performed under two operating modes- manual and autonomous. It could also be linked together with other quadcopters to create a
swarm of kamikaze attacks on the enemies.
These AI-driven robots are weapons of mass destruction and terror. If by chance, these
systems are hacked by cybercriminals, terrorists, or other rogue states, there would be no
stopping to using these technologies to suppress the civilians and attack them, even lead to
conventional warfare and genocide.
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Life and Death with AI
The international humanitarian laws apply to actual battlefield strategies and decisions, unlike pre-programmed machines. With
advancing technologies and the implementation of AI and machine learning in defense protocols, international humanitarian laws are
also changing to keep up with the laws and regulations of warfare.
No machine has the capability to take an autonomous decision about the life and death of humans. Machines, capable of making
decisions about ending one’s life violate human dignity by reducing humans as mere objects.
Several human rights organizations and non-governmental companies have petitioned for a global ban on these autonomous Killer
Robots. Without strict guidelines, current military innovations will lead to an unwanted transformation in defense technologies, leading
to arms race and robot wars, jeopardizing the lives of millions.

If a killer robot were used, would we know?
By Zachary Kallenborn
Source: https://thebulletin.org/2021/06/if-a-killer-robot-were-used-would-we-know/

A screenshot from the Turkish defense company STM's video about its Kargu drone. The drone has both autonomous and manual
functionality, according to the company, and a recent UN report referred to a Kargu model as a lethal autonomous weapons system,
saying it was used to attack retreating soldiers in Libya.

June 04 – A recent UN report on Libya implies—but does not explicitly state—that a Turkish Kargu-2 drone was used to attack
humans autonomously using the drone’s artificial intelligence capabilities. I wrote about the event in the Bulletin, and the story went
viral. The New York Times, NPR, Axios, Gizmodo, and a solid couple dozen more outlets in at least 15 languages all covered it. The
intensity of the response surprised some experts, who noted that weapons that operate autonomously have been around for years.
Perhaps the significance of the Libyan incident is socially symbolic—an event that draws sudden public attention to an issue brewing
for a long time—not a Sputnik moment, but a Kargu-2 moment.
But most of the attention ignored a very obvious question: How do we know the Kargu-2 was used autonomously? The vagueness
in the UN report allows multiple interpretations, defense companies exaggerate their products’ capabilities, and how best to define
so-called lethal autonomous weapons is a hotly debated issue. The question has far
reaching implications beyond whether autonomous weapons were used in Libya. Groups
like the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots seek comprehensive bans on autonomous weapons,
yet a ban cannot be enforceable unless some way exists to verify autonomous weapons
use.
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The reality is verification would be extremely difficult. According to STM, the Kargu-2 manufacturer, the drone has both autonomous
and manual modes. In general, an attack with the autonomous mode enabled would look exactly the same from the outside as a
manual-mode attack, except for probably imperceptible changes in decision-making speed. Compare that with verifying the use of
chemical weapons. Chemical weapons agents may be detected through specialized sensors or through the identification of
specialized, chemical weapons munitions. They cause recognizable symptoms in victims and can be identified in environmental
samples. None of those methods are useful for autonomous weapons, especially if the weapon has both autonomous and remotely
operated (or manual) modes.
The likely best way to verify autonomous weapons use is by inspecting the weapon itself. If investigators retrieve a weapon, they can
study it through digital forensic techniques and look for evidence in data logs, such as flight path data, photo or video processing
records, received orders, or other indicators that the weapon allows autonomous control of firing decisions and that they were used.
While such a forensic investigation could positively verify use, it couldn’t prove the opposite, that an autonomous attack had not
occurred. What if a seized weapon was used manually, but others in a battle were used autonomously? Furthermore, investigators
may have no access to the weapon: an autonomous gun turret like South Korea’s SGR-A1 may stay in the control of the military that
used it; a used weapon may not be recovered; the data on the weapon may be corrupted, spoofed, or deliberately wiped; or the
weapon may be destroyed in the attack.
The next best, and highly situational, alternative is for the military that used the weapon to confirm the weapon was used
autonomously. Claiming credit for using an autonomous weapon could help show a military is innovative and strong, using cuttingedge military technology. But as international norms and treaties around autonomous weapons grow and strengthen, admitting to
autonomous weapons use will come with growing diplomatic, social, and political costs. A whistleblower might come forward, but
that’s hardly reliable. Alternatively, intelligence sources from intercepted communications to human intelligence assets may reveal
orders were given to use a weapon autonomously. But that information almost certainly cannot be made publicly available, because
it might burn the intelligence source. (The UN report on Kargu-2 use in Libya cites a “confidential” source. Perhaps that’s an
intelligence source, a military defector, or something else entirely, but it’s impossible to know and therefore assess the source’s
credibility.)
The other, even weaker option, is to conclusively rule out the possibility of human decision-making. A remotely operated weapon
needs to communicate with a human operator. These signals can be jammed to thwart remote operations. If the communication link
between an operator and a weapon was completely and irrevocably severed (or does not appear to have been present at all) and
the weapon continued to operate, investigators might decide the weapon had been operating autonomously. But the conclusion
assumes that the jammers targeted the correct communications frequencies and were operating correctly. It also assumes that there
was no delay between an order to fire and the weapon acting and that the jammed weapon was not employing counter-measures
like increasing signal strength to overcome the jamming. Likewise, if investigators believed that no operator was within control range
of a weapon, they might see that as evidence of an autonomous system. But this analysis would also be fraught with uncertainty.
What if the operator had been in a camouflaged vehicle or left the search area before they could be found?
The good news is that verifying the use of the riskiest autonomous weapons may actually be quite easy. States are increasingly
developing autonomous drone swarms, which pose global security risks akin to traditional weapons of mass destruction. For
example, the U.S. Strategic Capabilities Office launched 103 Perdix drones out of three F/18 Super Hornets in October 2016, while
India tested a 75-drone swarm during its recent Army Day and stated they plan to build a swarm of 1,000 or more drones operating
without human control. No human could plausibly have meaningful direct control over such a massive swarm. Verifying autonomous
weapons use would be as simple as counting the number of deployed drones. (Finding an exact threshold where human control
becomes implausible is definitely a challenge, but basic intution suggests a threshold must exist.)
Researchers have also proposed new, technical means of verification. Systems might be designed to require and verify the presence
of a human operator, or include unalterable data logs on autonomous usage. Or autonomous weapons may incorporate cryptographic
techniques to prove the weapon cannot initiate an attack without human authorization. Alternatively, critical subsystems such as a
weapon deployment system may be made transparent to allow third-party inspection without providing access to more sensitive
subsystems. But all of these methods require significant state acquiescence and trust and may not be successful in practice. If a
state chooses not to incorporate such measures, then any verification value goes away. (Of course, adopting such measures may
show state commitment to emerging autonomous weapons norms, which does have its own value.)
Drawing all this back to the opening question of autonomous weapons use in Libya, any verification—positive or negative—will
inherently come with considerable doubt. And war is inherently confusing and opaque. The simple fact is that a wide range of states
big and small are developing autonomous weapons. That technology is not necessarily
complicated. Designing an autonomous weapon with facial recognition is simple enough that
it could be a computer science class project. The challenge of verifying autonomous
weapons use means the world may have seen the first use of “killer robots” without anyone
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actually knowing. The dawn of autonomous warfare may be so simple as a completed homework assignment.
Zachary Kallenborn is a research affiliate with the Unconventional Weapons and Technology Division of the National
Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START), a policy fellow at the Schar School of
Policy and Government, a US Army Training and Doctrine Command “Mad Scientist,” and national security
consultant. His work has been published in a wide range of peer-reviewed, trade, and popular outlets, including Foreign
Policy, Slate, War on the Rocks, and the Nonproliferation Review. Journalists have written about and shared that
research in outlets including Forbes, Popular Mechanics, Wired, The Federalist, Yahoo News!, and the National
Interest.
EDITOR’S COMMENT: A lot of “noise” about the Turkish AI autonomous drone with a sauce of ethics and disgust by the

international community! We are all waiting to read about the actions taken to avoid such an unfortunate use of artificial intelligence
in the war fields. (CBRN sense of humor!)

The Siren Song of the Drone: Understanding the Factors Driving GCC Drone
Acquisition
By D.B. Des Roches
Source: https://studies.aljazeera.net/en/analyses/siren-song-drone-understanding-factors-driving-gcc-drone-acquisition
May 01 – Drones are currently the “hot weapons.” They occupy roughly the same position as Patriot missiles after the first Gulf war,
(1) sea-skimming anti-ship missiles after the Falklands War, (2) aircraft carriers after the Second World War, and submarines after
the First World War. Every country’s military wants to have them, sees a use for them and wants them now. These factors are global,
but they are attenuated in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states – traditionally among the most eager
adapters of new military equipment and always interested in military capacity that does not require big
investments of manpower.
Military requirements have driven scientific advances from the
earliest time in history. The forging of metal was used in
weapons; the first large scale factories produced cannons for
French kings; the first use of interchangeable parts in machinery
was the British military’s “Brown Bess” musket. The internet
started as an initiative by the US army, and many other
technological advances owe their genesis to military research.
What history has shown is that if new technology has a definite
military application, then those nations which field the new
technology will have an advantage over nations that do not.
When new military technology is successfully used in combat, all
militaries rush to acquire it for themselves. A good example is
the rapid development of chemical weapons by nearly all
countries after they were introduced in World War I.
Hot weapons
For some time now, the “hot” weapon has been aerial drones.
The United States has conducted stand-alone drone operations
for years in otherwise denied areas such as Pakistan and
Yemen. Israel, Iran and Turkey have shown that even smaller countries can have an outsized effect by using drones. Drones have
been used successfully by a multitude of state and non-state actors. They do not require a nation to develop a cadre of pilots at great
expense; they are relatively easy to acquire or build; and they make it possible for any determined group of people to have a real air
power capability.
In the wake of the Iranian attacks on Saudi Arabia’s oil infrastructure, (3) countries, even
relatively small ones, realised drones could have a strategic effect with minimal risk. Drones
are well-suited for obscuring the origin of an attack. There is no danger of a captured pilot,
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no tell-tale launch signature as with ballistic missiles, and the flight path of a drone cannot be mathematically extended backwards
to determine the point of launch as with missiles.
Advanced militaries have, in the last fifty years, gotten use to controlling the sky. The last time the US army did not have control of
the air was during the Korean War; (4) and the Russian armed forces have not fought without air control since World War II. An air
attack — even a “nuisance attack” from a small drone — is something that most conventional armies are not used to dealing with.
Finally, there is just a general tendency among soldiers to search for and acquire the “latest and greatest” weaponry. The stakes in
combat are high, and no soldier wants to take a chance under these circumstances. If the technology seems proven, then it is a
universal desire of every soldier to have new equipment. No one can afford to be caught on the wrong side of a technological
development. A sudden improvement in an enemy’s technology can quickly translate into a military vulnerability. Given that drones
are now proven technology, we can expect every military to seek to acquire and field them.
Appealing to GCC fascination with the “glitter factor”
Most of the GCC states have long sought to develop world class military capability by acquiring world class equipment, often to the
detriment of other elements of military capability such as establishing a functioning personnel system. Some Gulf analysts have gone
as far as to attribute defence acquisition decisions to pure novelty, referring to the “glitter factor” that drives decision making. (5)
While there is no shortage of evidence to support this somewhat insulting theory, I speak with confidence, as a man who has spent
more than a half his life as a solider, that this is a universal attribute of military men: if a military capability is new, proven and useful,
soldiers will welcome its acquisition. (6)
Drones are the newest and most promising technology. They have military utility at the tactical, operational and strategic level of
warfare. They are useful for observation, directing strikes, direct attack and electronic warfare. Their utility is not confined to a single
service or domain: air, land, and sea services all find that their missions are enhanced by drones. Even police departments find the
cheap observational capability of drones to be useful.
So, while the “glitter factor” may apply to the acquisition of drones, it is only coincidentally so. Drones are relatively simple to operate
and do not require the same magnitude of training investment or maintenance infrastructure needed to operate advanced aircraft or
helicopters. They are easily integrated into existing armed forces command structures and are compatible with most contemporary
Arab military doctrine. They represent incremental increases in capabilities — be it fires or observation — and thus can be readily
integrated into developing armed forces as the recent Turkish and Azeri battlefield success has shown. (7) Put simply, drones in
attack mode can be seen as a hyper-accurate guided round and thus can easily be integrated into an existing artillery, air attack or
naval strike system. Drones in observation mode are only incrementally different from any other airborne sensor and thus are easily
integrated into an existing intelligence or surveillance and reconnaissance network.
Indeed, counter to the general “glitter factor” criticism, most drone acquisition in the region actually enhances military efficiency and
is more cost-effective and sustainable than the capabilities it seeks to replace, such as the use of manned aircraft for medium and
long-range strikes. The cost of training a drone pilot is a fraction of that of training a jet pilot; there is no requirement to have a pilot
recovery capability on standby, and the maintenance establishment required for drones is a fraction of that needed for modern
warplanes. (8) The “glitter factor” criticism is based on the idea that Arab militaries acquire equipment without consideration for the
personnel and sustainment effort needed to effectively operate that equipment. The simplified nature of drones negates this criticism.
Domestic production
The ability to domestically produce drones is another factor which runs in parallel to military considerations. Most of the GCC states
have ambitious transformation plans which aim to wean their economy off of energy exports and develop domestic production of a
broad range of products. Military products are high up on this list. All governments view military spending as discretionary; most of
the national transformation plans have targets for military equipment to be produced locally. For example, the Saudi Vision 2030 plan
calls for 50 percent of defence acquisition to be sourced within the Kingdom. (9)
One problem with these ambitious targets is that there just is not enough local labour force to produce many defence articles. Having
a domestic defence workforce requires the development of a human capital base in a triad of science, engineering and skilled
craftsmanship. If a state does not have all three, its abilities are limited to the assembly of weapons components designed and
produced abroad. It will have a weapons industry in the same sense that Mexico has an automobile industry.
Most countries that seek to develop a domestic defence industry tend to focus their human capital investment on science. This is the
least-likely component of the triad to pay off. Real advancements in defence science require a culture of innovation and a critical
mass of scientists, which take decades to develop.
Similarly, the GCC states, along with many others, are challenged to develop a skilled base
of craftsmen who can perform the key tasks, such as precision welding, to build advanced
weapons from scratch. This sort of work is difficult and requires a significant amount of
training over time. Few in the region who have the ability and time to undergo a long period
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of training would be willing to do so for a job that has significantly less status than an entry-level managerial position. This problem
is not unique to the Arab world: Australia discovered that their plans to build submarines was foiled by a lack of precision welders;
(10) and notorious delays in building Tesla electric automobiles have been attributed to a lack of skilled workers among other factors.
(11)
Engineering —the art of applying existing science to develop an optimal solution to a problem — is probably the area where Arab
states can have the greatest impact on developing a domestic arms industry. Fortunately, this is also the area most suited for drone
development. Most of the basic science and research required for drones is settled. The challenge now is the integration of various
manufactured components into a functional whole. The Iranian experience with drones is not a triumph of scientific research but
rather of engineering. Iran produces some drone components and purchases others. Turkey’s Bayraktar II drone — the star of the
Nagorno Karabakh war — is also made up of components sourced from a number of countries and engineered into a system in
Turkey. (12)
Drone technology has now advanced to the point where a GCC state will be able to produce a domestic drone similar to Turkish
drones within a matter of years. It is possible to purchase the engine and guidance units internationally; and building the body of the
drone is a relatively simple matter. The assembly of a drone is not as complex as most weapons. The challenge is of integrating
proven components rather than developing them. Thus, regional ambitions for domestic arms production also points to an increase
in regional drone development and usage.
What drones will the GCC use?
GCC states can be expected to drastically increase their procurement and fielding of drones in every aspect of security — over land,
at sea and for internal security. The following types of drones are most likely to be seen:
Tactical observation drones. One of the most persistent problems in land warfare is knowing what lays beyond the next hill or around
the next corner. Observation drones are cheap, easy to operate, commercially available and prolific. In many advanced armies, they
are being fielded to formations as low as the infantry squad. Given the ongoing developments in commercial drones, this capability
is now available to every army in the world for roughly the same price as a single rifle. What soldier would not want cheap capability
that allows him to avoid an unpleasant surprise? Even in instances where armed forces do not procure small observation drones,
soldiers going into combat can be expected to purchase them for themselves, just as US soldiers deploying to Afghanistan in 2002
bought commercial tactical radios for themselves.
Sea-based drones that must operate at greater range and without access to commercial communication systems for command and
control will not be commercially produced in the region in the near future. However, they will continue to be purchased and fielded
for over the horizon observation, for close observation of suspect vessels, and in constellation as an advanced warning picket line.
Electronic warfare (EW) drones. Arab states have not been innovators in EW. Most capabilities are purchased from states with more
advanced defence industries. Drones will allow the GCC states to significantly enhance their capabilities in this neglected field. The
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict showed the valuable role that drones could play in compromising the enemy’s air defence radar: the
Azeris simply had drones loiter in areas where air defence systems were suspected until they were “painted” by an air defence radar.
Once that happened, it was relatively easy to locate the source of the emitter. The activated and located air defence system could
then be targeted by conventional artillery – a “suicide” munition drone or an air-launched missile. As an expendable system, drones
are ideal for baiting air defence radars into emitting and thus betraying their location. For this tactic to succeed, however, the drone
must be completely integrated into a fires network which links all systems — aircraft, missiles and cannons — into an integrated
command system. Those forces which decline to pursue true joint operations will find that this technique is accordingly degraded.
Loitering munitions. One of the most militarily significant uses of drones is as a loitering munition. The Azeris used the Israeli “Harop”
system for this purpose to great effect. The drone is in effect a guided missile: it is flown into an area of interest and circles, waiting
for a target to be identified or appear. When the target is identified, the drone flies into it and detonates an explosive warhead. (13)
In addition to this explosive effect, having the drone in the air loitering has the effect of adding to the air defence monitoring burden,
providing the attacker with the ability to “flood” the defensive pattern, distract the air defenders from other tasks, and degrade an air
defence system by overwhelming the operator’s situational awareness.
Direct strike drones. One particularly attractive use of drones is in the direct strike mode, whereby a suicide drone is launched at a
target, sort of as a low-speed high-accuracy artillery round. If the target is fixed, the drones can operate without any active guidance
system, thus reducing vulnerability to electronic warfare defences. These are the sort of drones that Iran has launched at Saudi
infrastructure. (14) They provide a means to project power from long distances at a fraction of the cost of manned strike aircraft or
even ballistic missiles. An additional benefit is that the low flight path of these drones mask
them from most strategic air defence systems looking for threats at altitude, such as ballistic
missiles. The main drawback to direct strike drones is their relatively small payload. But they
compensate for this with precision and with numbers: an attacker could overwhelm most air
defence by flying a large number of drones together.
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How will the GCC states defend against drones?
Drones have proven to be a vulnerability for all states. Partners of the United States have become accustomed to operating without
consideration of air attack. Now, however, even subnational groups such as the Islamic State (IS) can field a credible air attack
capability. In fact, Iraqi forces were forced to suspend operations during the recapture of Mosul because of the threat of attack from
drones. While these threats are significant, their disproportionate effect primarily derives from novelty. As militaries process the
lessons of drone warfare and become accustomed to dealing with drones on the battlefield, they will devise and incorporate tactics
and weapons which will serve to degrade the impact of drones.
Refocusing on short-range air defence (SHORAD). Many nations had assumed that short range air defence was no longer a credible
threat. In the midst of the Iraq war, the US army moved most of its short-range air defence capabilities into the reserve component,
and left only the strategic air defence assets – i.e. anti-missile assets such as Patriot and THAAD – completely in the active
component. (15) Drones cannot be effectively countered by these systems. Unfortunately, the current leadership of most air defence
forces is more culturally attuned to strategic threats than to short range threats. This will require a significant shift within each military’s
air defence culture regardless of what service it is assigned to. SHORAD can defeat low-flying drones which, if not countered, may
have a tactical effect. Re-invigorating SHORAD skills and importance is a key military imperative.
Focusing on the whole of defence, not just on killing an attacking drone. The cost imbalance of drones – multimillion dollar missiles
deployed to shoot down a ten-thousand-dollar drone – makes exclusively kinetic defences unsustainable. Passive solutions such as
identifying and hardening key targets, employing decoys and obscurants, creative and adaptive use of electronic warfare, and
disabling sensors on attacking systems are probably much more cost effective and tactically effective. Technology has not yet
delivered a reliable drone-killer. Hardening assets and obscuring targets is a much more cost-effective solution until an effective
weapon defence emerges.
Integrating drones into existing systems. History teaches us that even the most effective weapons – such as tanks and aircraft
carriers – are most effective when they are deployed as part of functioning systems, not just as stand-alone solutions. The Azeri
success with drones was largely due to their integration into existing fire support networks: an Azeri drone could identify a target for
elimination by artillery, for example. If a drone gets an air defence radar to reveal its position but there is no rapid attack on that
position, chances are the opportunity will be lost. Like all other weapons, drones are not most effective when used alone; they must
be integrated with other military systems and plans.
The GCC is always among the leading weapons purchasers in the world. The development of this new type of weapon system has
already set off a rush both to acquire drones and systems that can defeat drones. As with other emerging technology, there will be
some false starts and mistaken developments made before dealing with drones becomes routine. However, a focus on the basics of
defence development, particularly the enhancement of passive defence measures that are effective against almost all threats, seems
to be the most effective short-term measure for the GCC states. The Pandora’s box of drones is open, but we do not yet know what
will fly out of it. As always, prudent defence planning will yield the best result.
D.B. Des Roches is a Professor at Near East South Asia Center for Strategic Studies at the National Defense University
in Washington D.C.

Teaching Drones to Hear Screams from Catastrophe Victims
Source: http://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20210609-teaching-drones-to-hear-screams-from-catastrophe-victims
June 09 – In a disaster, time is of the essence when searching for potential victims who may be difficult to find.
Unmanned aerial vehicles make the perfect platform for state-of-the-art technology allowing emergency crews to find
those in need and provide situational awareness over a large area.
During the 180th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, which is being held virtually June 8-10, Macarena Varela,
from Fraunhofer FKIE, described how a system using an array of microphones and advanced processing techniques could be a
lifesaver for disaster victims. Her paper, “Bearing Estimation of Screams Using a Volumetric Microphone Array Mounted on a UAV,”
was published in the Journal of the Acoustic Society of America.
During a disaster, every minute counts in finding missing and injured people. UAVs can cover a larger area than rescuers on the
ground, so mounting small microphones on the drones can let emergency crews potentially hear screaming from someone in need
of saving.
“Our project is an ongoing project, so we are still doing a lot of testing. We have already
successfully detected and angularly located impulsive sounds very precisely near distances
with the presence of drone noise,” Varela said. “We will be testing the system on a flying
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drone to measure impulsive sounds, such as screams, and process the data with different methods to also estimate the geographical
positions of the sounds.”
The array of microphones, called Crow’s Nest Array, is combined with advanced array processing techniques, such as beamforming.
The number and distributions of microphones placed on the drones have a crucial influence on the listening capabilities. Varela said
environmental noises can also play a part in the effectiveness of the microphones.
“We have a lot of experience in filtering noise, such as wind noise, extremely loud helicopter noise, ground vehicles noise, and more,”
Varela said. “We use different types of filters to be able to reduce noise, and we use diverse detection procedures to extract the
signals of interest, such as impulsive sounds or screams.”
Varela envisions the listening drones saving lives by hearing sounds of survivors that may be buried under rubble from an earthquake
or in a collapsed building.

Drone with 3D Mapping Tech Gives First Responders Near Real-Time Data
Source: http://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20210614-drone-with-3d-mapping-tech-gives-first-responders-near-realtimedata

June 14 – ResponDrone’s new precision mapping abilities enable rescue teams to better understand their working environment in
emergency situations such as fire, flood or any other natural disaster.
The international ResponDrone project has integrated into its situation awareness system for emergency situations a near real-time
3D mapping solution to provide on-site emergency teams
with tools that will help them to better evaluate their
working environment.
The upgraded ResponDrone System will provide accurate
location information to first responders, especially in
relation to infrastructure, when called on to deal with a fire,
flood or any other natural disaster.
ResponDrone has signed an agreement with Hivemapper
to integrate its latest crowdsourced mapping technology.
The ResponDrone System can now fly a mission over an
area, process the collected data and turn it into an up-todate 3D map. This is in line with the modular approach
ResponDrone has adopted in the design of its platform,
allowing easy expansion of the platform using state-of-theart technology and giving first responders access to
those tools.
“The need to provide precision 3D mapping to rescue
teams as fast as possible has been identified by ResponDrone as a key capability toward attaining its goal of maximizing situation
awareness for first responders,” said ResponDrone project coordinator Max Friedrich of the
German Aerospace Center (DLR).
“If an ambulance driver uses an outdated map to arrive at the scene of an accident, or a
firefighting crew can’t get to the scene of the forest fire as roads have been blocked due to
falling trees as a result of the wildfire, the results could be fatal.”
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By using Hivemapper technology, ResponDrone will serve the needs of emergency services by providing the teams on the ground
with the highly focused and updated situation awareness they need.

The broader community will benefit from the updated mapping data as the impact of natural disasters will be reflected in the mapping
app in near real time, which might otherwise have taken years to feature on traditional mapping platforms.

Coming soon over the Greek Aegean Sea
Low Observable Tactical Unmanned Air System – LOTUS
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Houthis Launch Attack With 10 Armed Drones Against Saudi Targets
Source: https://iranintl.com/en/iran-in-brief/houthis-launch-attack-10-armed-drones-against-saudi-targets
June 19 – Saudi Arabian air defenses on Saturday destroyed 10 armed drones
launched by Yemen's Houthi movement towards the south of the kingdom, state TV
cited the Saudi-led coalition as saying.
The Houthi military spokesman said on Twitter that one drone was launched at a
military base in Khamis Mushait. The coalition later in the day said two more drones
were fired at Khamis Mushait while seven drones were fired towards the south of the
kingdom. All of these were intercepted. The number of drones involved makes
Saturday's attack a relatively large one in recent weeks. The Iran-aligned Houthis
have frequently targeted Khamis Mushait and other Saudi cities along the frontier in the
more than six-year-old Yemen war. A military coalition led by Riyadh intervened in
Yemen in March 2015 after the Houthis ousted the Saudi-backed, internationally
recognised government from the capital Sanaa. The Houthis have not responded to
calls by the Biden administration and the United Nations to engage in ceasefire
talks and possibly peace negotiations. Iran and Saudi Arabia announced in April that
held talks in Iraq aimed at improving their relations and stability in the region, but these
talks have not continued as Iran is geared to elect a new president on Friday.

10 Biggest Coolest Aircraft Models Which Actually Exist
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmELxw-ORQA
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Fire escape hoods: not just for high-rise fires
Source: https://emergencyservicestimes.com/fire-escape-hoods-not-just-for-high-rise-fires/

London Fire Brigade deployed Dräger Parat 5550 fire escape hoods in October 2018.

May 25 – It is a truism that innovation can emerge from tragedy. In 1911, the fire that engulfed the Triangle Shirtwaist factory in New
York City claimed the lives of 146 workers, mostly young women. Not only did the fire inspire the evolution of US fire codes, but it
also captured the imagination of a young inventor living in Cleveland, Ohio. Garrett Morgan had worked in the garment industry in
Cleveland and in the aftermath of the Triangle Shirtwaist fire, he developed a prototype ‘safety hood’ to protect the wearer from toxic
fumes. Within five years he had used it to rescue workers trapped after an explosion in the tunnels under Lake Eerie.
Fast forward to 2017 and in West London, 72 people were killed in a fire that ripped through Grenfell Tower. The safety hood that
Garrett Morgan developed has come a long way since his original idea and had its modern equivalent been available perhaps more
lives could have been saved.
Sir Martin Moore-Bick wrote, in his Phase 1 Report into the Grenfell fire, “There were no plans in place to evacuate Grenfell Tower
should the need arise. I therefore recommend that all fire and rescue services be equipped with smoke hoods to assist in the
evacuation of occupants through smoke-filled exit routes.”
Sir Martin’s report was published in December 2019, but London Fire Brigade had already deployed Dräger Parat 5550 fire escape
hoods in October 2018. The term fire escape hood appears to be preferred by services and suppliers alike, so it is used here.
Clean, safe air for 15 minutes
Fire escape hoods can be carried by firefighters and provided to people caught in smokefilled environments to help them to escape. The hood is worn over the head with a tight seal
around the hood preventing smoke from getting in. Air comes into the hood through a filter,
which removes the toxic gases found in smoke. This provides clean, safe air for 15 minutes.
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Group Commander Spencer Sutcliff was two weeks into his posting as Borough Commander for the Royal Borough of Kensington
and Chelsea, where the Grenfell Tower is located, when the fire started on the fourth floor, in the small hours of 14 June 2017.
Spencer didn’t attend the fire, nor did he provide evidence at the Inquiry. After two years as Borough Commander, he moved into
the Operational Policy department where he is now a Deputy Assistant Commissioner responsible for, among other things, the policy
relating to fire escape hoods.
Interviewed for this article, Spencer explained that a piece of equipment like a fire escape hood doesn’t fit under just one policy as it
is used in a wide range of incidents. As part of a process of learning from incidents, the equipment comes under scrutiny as much
as the actions of the people who use it. “We always look at our training, our policies and our equipment. As you’d expect after an
incident of the magnitude of the Grenfell Tower fire, we started looking very quickly at any possible improvements, which included
available kit.”
Spencer wasn’t in the policy department when the work was undertaken to review, trial and buy the fire escape hoods that were
eventually rolled out to London firefighters. He shared the thinking at the time, “We identified quite quickly after Grenfell that the fire
escape hood would be a really useful piece of kit, but the process for selection and eventual deployment takes time.”
Improve survivability
Fire escape hoods have limitations in heavily contaminated smoke-filled environments, but they are, as Spencer explained, really
useful as they can improve survivability. He said, “We would like to see manufacturers designing hoods that have their own integral
oxygen supply, which would help in these situations.”
Balancing the need for the fire escape hood to be compact, easy to carry by the firefighter as well as easy to use by the public with
the need to be useable in a wide range of toxic environments, is tricky. For example, Dräger has developed a specialist fire resistant
pouch, approved to 137:2006, Type 2 standard. This allows the fire escape hood to be carried, attached to the breathing apparatus
set in a choice of approved positions and exposed to many incidents without affecting the integrity of the hood inside.
London took a phased approach to rolling out fire escape hoods. They introduced them initially into 11 fire stations across London
and then a month later they were rolled out to the remaining 91 stations. Every BA set has a fire escape hood attached to it; each
appliance now carries a bag with extra hoods and they are also available on fire response units and aerial appliances.
Every time a hood is used, crews are asked to fill out a feedback form to understand how it performed. Crews also ask the person
who used the hood about their experience as part of a post incident welfare check. At the time of writing, London crews had used 69
hoods across 35 separate incidents. The numbers aren’t huge, but they are being used on a fairly regular basis and not always in
high-rise fires.
Calmer and more comfortable
“The fire escape hood gives options for the Incident Commander,” said Spencer, who went on to share a few examples of when
hoods have been used by people to exit buildings through smokey corridors and stairs. In one case, he said, “The ambulance crew
couldn’t give us higher praise, saying the people were completely unaffected with no smoke inhalation whatsoever. That would never
have happened previously.”
Prior to the deployment of fire escape hoods, the options available to fire crews would have included trying to rescue them externally
by ladders, which can be very difficult in terms of access. Otherwise, they can be brought through smokey conditions; sometimes
with access to breathing apparatus used by crews. Spencer explained that this is not ideal and has its own risks – to both the person
being rescued and the firefighter.
“The beauty of the fire escape hood is that we can fit it on the occupant or ideally they put it on themselves. People are anxious at
first but once they put it on, they are much calmer and more comfortable. It’s a really great piece of kit.”
The brigade is also looking to use its aerial drones to deliver fire escape hoods. The brigade’s drone pilots are being trained using
new procedures. Spencer explained, “The drone has the potential to carry a fire escape hood and drop it on a balcony or similar for
use by an occupant. We haven’t used it at an incident yet. The drone is a great piece of kit, it brings great value and improves the
situational awareness for the incident commander. It has a loudspeaker option so we can provide reassurance and direction.”
Environmental concerns
Once a fire escape hood has been deployed in an incident, it cannot be re-used. As a single use product, there are inevitably
environmental concerns. The filter is the most expensive part of the hood, as MSA Safety, the manufacturer of the S-CAP fire escape
hood explained, “Product safety requirements, like those for the S-CAP, often create an end
of product life challenge providing users with an option for reuse or recycle. MSA is beginning
to incorporate product life cycle options into their new product designs. As MSA progresses
through the enhancement of their sustainability programmes, considerations will be made in
designs to offer better solutions in the future.”
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Asked about the sustainability of its fire rescue hoods, Dräger confirmed that the filter on the Parat 5550 fire rescue hood can be
returned to them and recycled. In addition, where the product remains unopened, it has a shelf life of eight years, extendable for a
further eight years where the filter is replaced. For some services this additional eight-year lifespan may actually be an important
consideration where usage is relatively infrequent.
Health considerations
As well as thinking about environmental impacts, there are also health
considerations. Where someone is able to leave a fire without suffering
from smoke inhalation (or is exposed to a reduced amount), they will
need fewer medical interventions. Understanding the extent to which
there are long-term savings for the health sector – the cost of the
ambulance provision as well as stress on the NHS – arising from the
use of the hoods will be really useful. It is a prime candidate for a
longitudinal study by an academic institution.
Each frontline Tyne and Wear FRS appliance carries two fire escape
hoods.
Update RPE Framework
The National Fire Chiefs Council established a National Framework
Agreement for Respiratory Protective Equipment (RPE) via Devon and
Somerset Fire and Rescue Service. Recently refreshed, the
framework (DS314-20) now includes four suppliers of fire escape
hoods. The previous version included just one supplier, Dräger Safety
UK Ltd, and many fire and rescue services have now bought their
Parat 5550 product.
Tyne and Wear FRS is one of those services; each frontline appliance
carries two of them, ready to be used, where appropriate, by
firefighters using breathing apparatus. Richie Rickaby, Area Manager
for Community Safety, said that when called upon, they have proved
to be a valuable piece of equipment. “Over the past 14 months, we have used the hoods on three separate occasions in residential
flats across Tyne and Wear.” Two of the three incidents were in high-rise buildings.
Durham and Darlington FRS has bought 30 fire escape hoods from Dräger and has placed one on each fire appliance. Crew Manager
Alan Nixon, based at Darlington Fire Station, described the first time the hoods were used at an incident, in November 2020.
Demonstrating that fire escape hoods aren’t just about high-rise fires, this incident was in the basement of a three-storey building
and had filled the communal stairwells with smoke.
Alan’s crew helped the resident exit the building through the smoke while wearing the hood. Alan said, “The man who was wearing
the hood was quite calm, he wasn’t panicking.” While the resident wasn’t in any immediate danger, by using the hood, crews could
take him out of the building much more quickly rather than waiting for the smoke to clear from the stairwell. Alan reported that his
crews were really pleased with how the hood performed and were proud to be the first ones to use it in their service.
High-rise testing
Surrey Fire and Rescue Service has teamed up with its neighbours, East Sussex and West Sussex fire and rescue services, to buy
their fire escape hoods outside of the NFCC framework. Group Commander Stuart Holden is the Head of Operational Policy,
Assurance and Learning. He explained that when his service was looking for fire escape hoods, they wanted to review more than
one product and carried out their own trials to see what suited them best. Stuart found three products and invited the manufacturers
to supply the products for testing.
“We wanted to check the hood from the user end, because the easier it is to wear and the more confidence it gives them, the easier
it will be on crews when rescuing people.” To do this, Stuart used non-operational volunteers from his service with operational
firefighters wearing breathing apparatus. They used both simulated and toxic smoke in the tests to see how long the hoods could be
worn. In the third part of the test, Stuart took crews to a high-rise building using standard
breathing apparatus and simulated a rescue from the 15th floor to test how long it took to
evacuate the occupant wearing a fire escape hood.
As a result of this testing process, the three services decided to buy MSA’s S-CAP fire
escape hood. They have agreed to purchase c.600 units. The three services are liaising on
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how the hoods will be deployed on appliances in a standardised way; they have worked together on the risk assessment for use in
incidents and they will jointly produce a local training package for crews to use from April.
Summarising his thoughts about the introduction of fire escape hoods, Stuart said, “It’s a tool in the box, it’s not a golden bullet, but
if it helps us mitigate the effects of fire and smoke on people we rescue, then this will give them a far better chance of survival than
they currently have.”
Positive response to adoption
These examples, from different fire and rescue services, show a really positive response to using fire escape hoods. With more data
over time, the extent to which the hoods have improved incident response and reduced demand on the ambulance service and the
NHS will emerge. Capturing more information about the user experience immediately after the incident would go a long way to assist
any review. All of which will assist the manufacturers to innovate and improve the existing offer as the fire escape hood becomes an
integral part of fire and rescue service equipment.

How AI Could Alert Firefighters of Imminent Danger
Source: http://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20210604-how-ai-could-alert-firefighters-of-imminent-danger
June 04 – Firefighting is a race against time. Exactly how much time? For firefighters, that part is often unclear. Building fires can
turn from bad to deadly in an instant, and the warning signs are frequently difficult to discern amid the mayhem of an inferno.

NIST tested P-Flash further by comparing its predicted temperature data to temperatures measured in 13 real house fires,
purposefully lit during Underwriters Laboratories (UL) experiments. The aftermath of a UL experiment can be seen in before-andafter photos of the house's living room, along with a temperature sensor strung from the ceiling. Credit: UL Firefighter Safety
Research Institute

Seeking to remove this major blind spot, researchers at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) have developed
P-Flash, or the Prediction Model for Flashover. The artificial-intelligence-powered tool was designed to predict and warn of a deadly
phenomenon in burning buildings known as flashover, when flammable materials in a room ignite almost simultaneously, producing
a blaze only limited in size by available oxygen. The tool’s predictions are based on temperature data from a building’s heat detectors,
and, remarkably, it is designed to operate even after heat detectors begin to fail, making do with the remaining devices.
The team tested P-Flash’s ability to predict imminent flashovers in over a thousand simulated fires and more than a dozen real-world
fires. Research, just published in the Proceedings of the AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence, suggests the model shows
promise in anticipating simulated flashovers and shows how real-world data helped the researchers identify an unmodeled physical
phenomenon that if addressed could improve the tool’s forecasting in actual fires. With further development, P-Flash could enhance
the ability of firefighters to hone their real-time tactics, helping them save building occupants as well as themselves.
Flashovers are so dangerous in part because it’s challenging to see them coming. There are indicators to watch, such as increasingly
intense heat or flames rolling across the ceiling. However, these signs can be easy to miss
in many situations, such as when a firefighter is searching for trapped victims with heavy
equipment in tow and smoke obscuring the view. And from the outside, as firefighters
approach a scene, the conditions inside are even less clear.
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“I don’t think the fire service has many tools technology-wise that predict flashover at the scene,” said NIST researcher Christopher
Brown, who also serves as a volunteer firefighter. “Our biggest tool is just observation, and that can be very deceiving. Things look
one way on the outside, and when you get inside, it could be quite different.”

Researchers simulated more than 5,000 fires in a digital three-bedroom house, with crucial details such as the fire origin varying
between each. The team's machine learning-based tool, P-Flash, correctly predicted whether a flashover (a potentially deadly
phenomenon) occurred 86% of the time based on simulated temperature data. Credit: NIST

Computer models that predict flashover based on temperature are not entirely new, but until now, they have relied on constant
streams of temperature data, which are obtainable in a lab but not guaranteed during a real fire.
Heat detectors, which are commonly installed in commercial buildings and can be used in homes alongside smoke alarms, are for
the most part expected to operate only at temperatures up to 150 degrees Celsius (302 degrees Fahrenheit), far below the 600
degrees Celsius (1,100 degrees Fahrenheit) at which a flashover typically begins to occur. To bridge the gap created by lost data,
NIST researchers applied a form of artificial intelligence known as machine learning.
“You lose the data, but you’ve got the trend up to where the heat detector fails, and you’ve got other detectors. With machine learning,
you could use that data as a jumping-off point to extrapolate whether flashover is going to occur or already occurred,” said NIST
chemical engineer Thomas Cleary, a co-author of the study.
Machine-learning algorithms uncover patterns in large datasets and build models based on their findings. These models can be
useful for predicting certain outcomes, such as how much time will pass before a room is engulfed in flames.
To build P-Flash, the authors fed their algorithm temperature data from heat detectors in a burning three-bedroom, one-story ranchstyle home — the most common type of home in a majority of states. This building was of a digital rather than brick-and-mortar
variety, however.
Because machine learning algorithms require great quantities of data, and conducting hundreds of large-scale fire tests was not
feasible, the team burned this virtual building repeatedly using NIST’s Consolidated Model of Fire and Smoke Transport, or CFAST,
a fire modeling program validated by real fire experiments, Cleary said.
The authors ran 5,041 simulations, with slight but critical variations between each. Different
pieces of furniture throughout the house ignited with every run. Windows and bedroom doors
were randomly configured to be open or closed. And the front door, which always started
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closed, opened up at some point to represent evacuating occupants. Heat detectors placed in the rooms produced temperature data
until they were inevitably disabled by the intense heat.
To learn about P-Flash’s ability to predict flashovers after heat detectors fail, the researchers split up the simulated temperature
recordings, allowing the algorithm to learn from a set of 4,033 while keeping the others out of sight. Once P-Flash had wrapped up
a study session, the team quizzed it on a set of 504 simulations, fine-tuned the model based on its grade and repeated the process.
After attaining a desired performance, the researchers put P-Flash up against a final set of 504.
The researchers found that the model correctly predicted flashovers one minute beforehand for about 86% of the simulated fires.
Another important aspect of P-Flash’s performance was that even when it missed the mark, it mostly did so by producing false
positives — predictions that an event would happen earlier than it actually did — which is better than the alternative of giving
firefighters a false sense of security.
“You always want to be on the safe side. Even though we can accept a small number of false positives, our model development
places a premium on minimizing or, better yet, eliminating false negatives,” said NIST mechanical engineer and corresponding author
Wai Cheong Tam.
The initial tests were promising, but the team had not grown complacent.
“One very important question remained, which was, can our model be trusted if we only train our model using synthetic data?”
Tam said.
Luckily, the researchers came across an opportunity to find answers in real-world data produced by Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
in a recent study funded by the National Institute of Justice. UL had carried out 13 experiments in a ranch-style home matching the
one P-Flash was trained on, and as with the simulations, ignition sources and ventilation varied between each fire.
The NIST team trained P-Flash on thousands of simulations as before, but this time they swapped in temperature data from the UL
experiments as the final test. And this time, the predictions played out a bit differently.
P-Flash, attempting to predict flashovers up to 30 seconds beforehand, performed well when fires started in open areas such the
kitchen or living room. But when fires started in a bedroom, behind closed doors, the model could almost never tell when flashover
was imminent.
The team identified a phenomenon called the enclosure effect as a possible explanation for the sharp drop-off in accuracy. When
fires burn in small, closed-off spaces, heat has little ability to dissipate, so temperature rises quickly. However, many of the
experiments that form the basis of P-Flash’s training material were carried out in open lab spaces, Tam said. As such, temperatures
from the UL experiments shot up nearly twice as fast as the synthetic data.
Despite revealing a weak spot in the tool, the team finds the results to be encouraging and a step in the right direction. The
researchers’ next task is to zero in on the enclosure effect and represent it in simulations. To do that they plan on performing more
full-scale experiments themselves.
When its weak spots are patched and its predictions sharpened, the researchers envision that their system could be embedded in
hand-held devices able to communicate with detectors in a building through the cloud, Tam said.
“Firefighters would not only be able to tell their colleagues when it’s time to escape, but they would be able to know danger spots in
the building before they arrive and adjust their tactics to maximize their chances of saving lives,” NIST says.

A Pandemic Isn’t the Only Kind of “Catastrophic Risk.” It’s Time to Prepare More
Seriously for the Next
Βy Nikita Lalwani, Alasdair Phillips-Robins and Sam Winter-Levy
Source: https://www.justsecurity.org/76824/a-pandemic-isnt-the-only-kind-of-catastrophic-risk-its-time-to-prepare-more-seriouslyfor-the-next/
June 15 – In 2018, the World Health Organization published a study that placed the likelihood of a Spanish flu-style pandemic at
somewhere between 0.5 percent and 1 percent each year. Such an outbreak, it said, could kill as many as 28 million people.
Despite the risk of such staggering loss, few countries took the threat seriously. Pandemics are a kind of “global catastrophic risk” —
a term popularized by Oxford University philosopher Nick Bostrom describing an event that is unlikely to occur but that would have
massive and deadly consequences if it did. In general, governments are poorly equipped to address such threats, preferring to tackle
the immediate and concrete over the improbable and remote. The Covid-19 pandemic has laid bare the consequences of that failure.
Governments around the world were blindsided by the virus, whose death toll has already
surpassed 3.7 million, including more than 590,000 Americans.
Yet as terrible as the outbreak has been, it could have been even worse. The virus could
have been deadlier or more contagious. It could have been spread on purpose by malicious
nonstate actors or by government labs (the Biden administration is probing the possibility
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that the virus leaked from a Chinese lab, though a deliberate release remains little more than a conspiracy theory). And beyond
pandemics, other catastrophic risks loom on the horizon — threats like bioterrorism, nuclear war, and climate change.
The United States lacks a rigorous framework for thinking about these kinds of risks. This is a mistake. Policymakers should place
catastrophic-risk reduction at the heart of U.S. security policy. Congress should establish a bipartisan commission to investigate the
response to Covid-19, and the Biden administration should reform the way the federal government prepares for catastrophic threats.
The pandemic has presented the United States with an opportunity to overhaul its approach to existential risks — if it chooses to
take it.
What Are Catastrophic Risks?
Since at least the dawn of the nuclear age, scholars have warned of the perils of catastrophic risks. In the aftermath of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, people like Albert Einstein and Bertrand Russell began to write about the risk that nuclear war posed to the future of
humanity. In recent years, a growing number of scholars have made the case that people should take such risks seriously.
What are these threats, exactly? The Covid-19 pandemic has rightly exposed the danger of the uncontrolled spread of disease. But
this is not the only catastrophic risk facing the United States, or the world more broadly. Although far from an exhaustive list, four of
the biggest risks are natural pandemics and lab accidents, bioterrorism and biological warfare, nuclear war, and climate change.
Natural Pandemics and Lab Accidents
Pandemics like Covid-19 have become more likely in recent years. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) attributes
the increased risk to a number of factors, including the “development of antimicrobial resistance,” the “spread of infectious diseases
through global travel and trade,” and the “increased risk of infectious pathogens ‘spilling over’ from animals to humans.” When
pandemics do occur, their costs are high. A 2008 survey estimated there was a 15 percent chance of a pandemic that would kill at
least 1 billion people by the end of the century. And then there’s the economic impact: Covid-19 is set to cost the global economy
more than $10 trillion in lost output in 2020 and 2021.
A growing risk of lab accidents has also raised the threat of deadly outbreaks. In 2007, the United Kingdom was hit by a bout of footand-mouth disease, which was traced back to a badly maintained pipe between two research facilities working on the pathogen. Lab
accidents have also been responsible for outbreaks of smallpox (in 1971 and 1978), anthrax (in 1979), rabbit calicivirus (in 1995),
and more. A paper published in 2014 placed the risk of a deadly virus escaping from a lab and causing a pandemic in the next
decade at a staggering 27 percent.
It may have already happened: several experts, including the Stanford microbiologist David Relman, have argued that we can’t rule
out the possibility that SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes Covid-19, escaped from the Wuhan Institute of Virology in China, although
the origin may never be established definitively. Richard Ebright, a molecular biologist at Rutgers University, has argued that the risk
of lab accidents will continue to grow as more and more labs handle bioweapons and pathogens that have the potential to cause
pandemics. There were more than 1,500 such labs worldwide in 2010, many of them in urban areas near travel hubs. “The most
dramatic expansion has occurred in China during the last four years,” Ebright wrote in March, “driven as an arms-race-style reaction
to biodefense expansion in the US, Europe, and Japan.”
Bioterrorism and Biological Warfare
Natural pandemics are not the only biological threat. As early as 600 B.C.E., armies were using primitive biological weapons — “filth
and cadavers, animal carcasses, and contagion” — against their enemies. During the Middle Ages, an attacking Tartar force,
weakened by an epidemic of the plague, weaponized their dead by throwing the bodies into the city they were besieging to start an
outbreak there.
In the last century, biological weapons have become far deadlier and easier to manufacture. During the Cold War, the Soviet Union
maintained the world’s largest biological weapons program, employing over 50,000 people at more than 50 production facilities,
including one near Yekaterinburg that leaked spores of anthrax that may have killed up to 105 people in 1979.
Such weaponry might be child’s play compared with the capabilities that exist today. In 2016, for example, virologists in Edmonton,
Canada, synthesized the now-extinct horsepox virus in six months from genetic materials they ordered in the mail. The whole
operation cost about $100,000, and scientists said that a similar method could be used to manufacture smallpox, one of history’s
deadliest diseases. North Korea, meanwhile, has at least 10 facilities it appears to be using to research and produce various biological
agents, including those responsible for the plague and hemorrhagic fevers. And the gene editing tool CRISPR is likely to make the
creation of biological weapons even easier. As Alan Shaffer, then the deputy undersecretary
of defense for acquisition and sustainment, told Congress last year, “Science is revealing
the means to weaponize biology and chemistry in ways that were purely theoretical only 10
years ago.”
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Nuclear War
In 2018, nuclear war topped the World Economic Forum’s list of manmade threats to global stability. Perhaps the greatest threat
comes from North Korea, which withdrew from the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons in 2003 and has conducted
six nuclear tests in the past decade and a half. Iran remains further from presenting a true nuclear weapons threat, but its program
is once again a concern following former President Donald Trump’s withdrawal of the United States from the landmark 2015 Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA, more commonly known as the Iran nuclear deal) that had significantly curbed the program
and subjected it to rigorous international monitoring. Following the U.S. assassination of Iranian Major General Qassim Suleimani in
January 2020, Iran announced that it would no longer abide by the limits on uranium enrichment set by the JCPOA. And it has
continued to disregard other elements of the accord, since the Biden administration has not yet rejoined the deal or lifted the nuclearrelated sanctions that Trump reimposed. The United States and Russia, meanwhile, still have hundreds of nuclear weapons on hairtrigger alert.
The Trump administration made matters worse by withdrawing from two major arms control treaties: the Open Skies Treaty, which
allowed State parties to conduct short reconnaissance flights over other States’ territory to ensure they were not preparing for military
attack, and the Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces Treaty, which banned medium-range missiles. Although the Biden administration
has renewed the New START agreement with Russia, which limits the size of U.S. and Russian nuclear arsenals, further progress
on strategic arms control will prove difficult, especially against the backdrop of what may be the world’s first three-way nuclear arms
race, as China upgrades and expands its own arsenal.
Climate Change
Climate change has the potential to be broadly destabilizing, resulting in food and water shortages, the large-scale displacement of
people, and increased conflict. Rising sea levels mean devastating floods will happen much more frequently, warmer oceans will
bring stronger tropical storms, and hotter temperatures will cause more droughts. By some estimates, even if the world fulfills its
commitments under the Paris agreement, the chance of warming greater than 3.5 ºC by 2100 stands at 50 percent, with a 10 percent
chance of warming greater than 4.7 ºC — far higher than the 2 ºC limit that scientists generally agree is vital to averting the worst
effects of climate change. Even more extreme scenarios are possible, if melting arctic permafrost or the release of methane from the
deep ocean trigger accelerating feedback loops that release vast additional quantities of greenhouse gasses.
National security policymakers have acknowledged some of these risks. The Department of Defense has described climate change
as a “threat multiplier,” and the Obama administration argued that “The national security implications of climate change impacts are
far-reaching, as they may exacerbate existing stressors, contributing to poverty, environmental degradation, and political instability.”
When President Joe Biden took office, he appointed former U.S. Senator and Secretary of State John Kerry as Special Presidential
Envoy for Climate and, in an acknowledgment of the link between climate change and national security, gave him a seat on the
National Security Council (NSC).
Behind the Curve
Despite the growing list of catastrophic risks, the United States has not made preparedness enough of a priority. A 2011 report by
the Bipartisan WMD Terrorism Research Center graded U.S. preparedness for a biological “Global Crisis” scenario as an “F” on most
criteria. The Clinton administration in the 1990s created a national pharmaceutical stockpile, and in 2006, Congress established the
Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) to provide an integrated approach to the development of
critical vaccines and drugs. But both these agencies are chronically underfunded, and federal funding to prepare public health
agencies and hospitals for disasters has declined since 2003.
The current crisis has revealed the costs of this penny-pinching. The Trump administration botched its response to the disease,
having dismantled a National Security Council team charged with preparing for pandemics, dismissed early warnings from U.S.
intelligence agencies, and downplayed the risks in public. But the failures of the CDC and the FDA in the early stages of the pandemic
cannot be blamed entirely on the Trump administration, and the problems extend beyond the federal government. In California, for
example, the state announced in 2006 that it would invest hundreds of millions of dollars to prepare for a large-scale medical
emergency, stockpiling 50 million N95 respirators, 2,400 portable ventilators, and kits to set up 21,000 additional patient beds. But
when the state faced a budget crunch just five years later, the initiative was one of the first items on the chopping block, saving a
mere $6 million dollars — a rounding error in the context of a $129 billion annual budget. When the pandemic hit, California hospitals
were forced to rent ventilators and ration N95 masks. Only 55 percent of nurses in the state reported having access to these masks
in the early weeks of the crisis.
Nor is the situation much better at the international level. Every year, the United States holds
military exercises with its allies. But there are no major, coordinated global disaster drills
focused on non-military catastrophic threats. The international body in charge of enforcing
the continued prohibition of bioweapons has an annual budget of just $1.4 million — less
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than the yearly cost of running the average McDonald’s restaurant. As Oxford University Professor Toby Ord has written, “humanity
spends more on ice cream every year than on ensuring that the technologies we develop do not destroy us.”
Why, given the importance of these threats, has the U.S. government systematically neglected them? For one thing, politicians have
strong electoral incentives to prepare for terrorist attacks, floods, or other such near-term threats, but they have little incentive to
avert a crisis, no matter how devastating, that is unlikely to occur for several election cycles. Although crisis preparation is remarkably
good value for money — $1 spent on preparedness prevents about $15 in future damage — politicians are unlikely to invest in such
measures when voters may not see any immediate benefits. Even the best-run White House and National Security Council are under
immense pressure to focus on the inevitable pressures of the news cycle.
Another problem is that averting catastrophic threats is what economists term a global public good: preventative measures (such as
reducing carbon emissions) benefit the entire world, but it is difficult to incentivize collective action, and individual states will often
find it too costly to act on their own. Finally, people tend to underestimate the probability of unprecedented events or ones that haven’t
occurred in their lifetimes, while focusing on avoiding repeats of recent, more memorable tragedies. The British government, for
example, had a detailed plan for how to respond to an influenza pandemic, developed after the swine flu pandemic of 2009-10, which
stretched the British healthcare system to its limits. It had no such plan for other diseases, like a novel coronavirus, a failure that
government ought to investigate as part of its planned public inquiry into its handling of the pandemic.
A Congressional Commission on Covid-19 and Catastrophic Risks
The United States must avoid falling into that same trap in the aftermath of Covid-19. It should ensure that it is prepared for the next
pandemic, whatever form that might take, but it should take the opportunity to prepare for other catastrophic risks, too.
As a first step, Congress should set up a nonpartisan commission to evaluate the country’s response to Covid-19. A bipartisan group
of senators and representatives, including Senators Susan Collins (R-ME) and Bob Menendez (D-NJ), has just introduced a bill along
these lines, proposing an independent, nonpartisan commission to investigate the pandemic response. Of course, as others have
written, commissions are not perfect: they can run up against budgetary limits, fail to generate lasting policy change, or allow
politicians to evade accountability for their actions. If set up properly, however, they can sidestep the worst excesses of partisanship
by drawing on outside expertise and operating outside the media glare. They are, in the words of journalist James Fallows, one of
our most useful tools for responding to complex policy issues “without immediately being shunted into talking-point posturing.”
Congressional commissions can take many forms, with differing membership criteria and investigative powers, and given today’s
climate of intense polarization, any proposed commission may face an uphill battle in Congress. As Senators Collins and Menendez
appear to recognize in their National Coronavirus Commission Act, to give it the best chance of success, Congress should model a
Covid-19 commission after the 9/11 Commission — widely considered the gold standard — which examined the federal government’s
failure to prevent the attacks, and which saw most of its recommendations ultimately become law. The 9/11 Commission had the
power to subpoena witnesses and records, as well as hold hearings, take testimony, and receive evidence. It had ten members, five
chosen by each party, and no current government employees. Instead, members were selected for their expertise in “law
enforcement, the armed services, law, public administration, intelligence gathering, … and foreign affairs.” A Covid-19 commission
should likewise be staffed with non-politicians with relevant expertise in public health, infectious disease, immunology, national
security, economics, and risk analysis.
As for substance, a Covid-19 commission ought to investigate the failures and successes of the U.S. response. For example, it
should look into the failure to adequately screen and quarantine foreign travelers, the mismanagement of the strategic national
stockpile (most of the federal government’s 13 million N95 masks had expired before the pandemic began, for example), and the
slow rollout of testing. It should also scrutinize public-health guidance, such as early statements from officials including Surgeon
General Jerome Adams and Dr. Anthony Fauci downplaying the importance of wearing masks. And as the sponsors of the National
Coronavirus Commission Act rightly emphasize, it should examine why some communities, especially those of color, were hit harder
by the virus. Understanding the successes matters too. Operation Warp Speed, which was partly responsible for the record-speed
production of effective vaccines, may provide a model for agile responses to future disasters.
In its recommendations, the commission should not shy away from bold ideas. The microbiologist Florian Krammer, for example, has
proposed developing and testing vaccines for the viruses most likely to cause pandemics and then stockpiling doses in advance.
Protecting humanity against the 50 to 100 most plausible pandemic viruses would, he estimates, cost $1 billion to $3 billion, pennies
compared with the economic impact of Covid-19. Another suggestion, from BARDA under Director Rick Bright, is for the federal
government to subsidize the cost of building vaccine-production facilities in exchange for the right to take them over, if necessary,
when a pandemic hit. And the commission should not limit itself to America’s domestic
response; it should also evaluate the United States’ leadership, or lack thereof, abroad.
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Executive Branch Planning
Alongside a congressional Covid-19 commission, there are steps the executive branch can take independently to prepare for
catastrophic risks. At the outset, the Biden administration should review existing U.S. strategy documents, such as policy directives
on National Preparedness and the now-infamously disregarded “Playbook for Early Response to High-Consequence Emerging
Infectious Disease Threats and Biological Incidents,” to ensure they are updated and identify potential gaps. The administration
should also continue to bring together policymakers from across government to game out responses to disaster through tabletop
exercises. Although their warnings were later ignored, Obama administration officials used just such an exercise in 2017 to brief the
incoming Trump administration on the threat of an influenza pandemic.
The administration can use these exercises as an opportunity to stress test broader government and society-wide preparedness for
severe shocks. One analogy is the Dodd-Frank Act, passed in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, which allows the Federal Reserve
to use stress tests to assess the health of the financial system. As part of that process, the Fed asks how banks would cope if the
economy crashed, the unemployment rate spiked, and debt markets froze. Banks that lack sufficient capital to withstand the shock
are forced to boost their reserves. To prepare for catastrophic risks, even without new legislation, the administration could bring
together federal agencies, state and local governments, hospitals, financial institutions, and major businesses on a voluntary basis
to assess how each would deal with the effects of a bioterrorist attack, another pandemic, or a nuclear accident. Weaknesses in food
supply chains, for example, or shortfalls in reserves of medical equipment could be identified and addressed ahead of time.
The NSC also has a role to play. The Biden administration has restored the pandemics team at the NSC staff, which the Trump
administration had dismantled, and it has elevated climate change by giving Kerry, the presidential envoy on climate, a seat on the
NSC. But these are just first steps. The pandemics team should work alongside teams focused on a broader range of catastrophic
risks, which could together evaluate a wide variety of threats and analyze not just their economic and military implications, but also
their human, social, and environmental costs.
If any good is to come of this pandemic, it must be an increased awareness of America’s vulnerability to catastrophic threats. Through
a congressional Covid-19 commission, a more far-sighted approach to risk management in the federal government, and greater
global cooperation to address transnational risks, America has the opportunity to lead the world’s recovery from Covid-19 — and to
prepare more effectively for the next threat, whatever form it may take.
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